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SAP BusinessObjects BI Suite Fixed Issues

SAP Notes for SAP Business Intelligence Suite 4.2
SAP BusinessObjects Analysis
SAP Note Link Description

2030067

Analysis for OLAP hangs forever due to its complex MDX vs Excel
performing the same filter

2030558

Analysis for OLAP Prompt Values using Wild cards are not working as
expected

2037630

Webi reports based off of SSO enabled universes fail with codepage
conversion error

2050793

Analysis for OLAP Web errors out AOC00041 when exporting to Excel or
CSV when and object has been hidden on SAP HANA model

2050855

An error has occured while processing a request from Analysis for OLAP
when trying to add Date Value that it has a null value on the key figures

2054128

Characteristics added in Analysis for OLAP Workspace after exporting to
Excel and changing prompts input are lost

2060463

Columns do not align when exporting .CSV

2064318

Swap with dimension doesn't give error

2064857

After providing prompt values for an Analysis Workspace, the browser tries
to leave the page

2104062

Indentation for hierarchy is lost when exporting a workspace from Analysis,
edition for OLAP to Microsoft Excel

2117015

Error occurs in Analysis for OLAP while adding a background filter on date
type dimension in range which doesn't exist in destination HANA database

2118974

Login failed when using an OLAP connection to HANA using
BusinessObjects credential mapping

2120149

Issues when filtering a medium size dimension in Microsoft Analysis
Services

2122988

Poor performance Analysis OLAP HANA

2123517

AOC00041 error throws when Draggining the dimensions on crosstab

2127546

Analysis Olap Performance Degradation

2128705

User Interface rendering error upon resize of Analysis edition for OLAP
workspace

2134586

Creating Jumplink to CR with parameter passed having Space throws error

2136127

Analysis Edition for OLAP Single Value required prompt disable the OK
button

2136185

Once exported to Excel, an Analysis edition for OLAP workspace with
exceptions and hidden measures shows invalid coloring

2136186

AOLAP column descriptions do not align with querydesigner

2136872

Issue with Default members in MSAS
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2138744

Key and Text of attributes are not separated when exporting to Excel from
Analysis for OLAP

2140315

Choose Connecion Tab configuration

2141415

AOLAP - Support for manual entry of multiple values in Selection Option
variables

2144383

Dates from HANA are not displayed in the correct format in Analysis for
OLAP

2146259

Analysis custom calculations

2149645

AOLAP Find Member for Member Selector

2152840

Selecting Exclude and Not Equal options in a prompt and entering multiple
values separated by a semicolon gives incorrect output in Analysis for
OLAP

2155811

Filter by measure fails in analysis olap

2161114

Enable Drill through feature in AOLAP for Microsoft SQL Server Analysis
Service

2162400

Conditional formatting with "Applied to" doesn't work in Analysis edition for
OLAP

2163167

Analysis for OLAP RRI Connections are kept open when corresponding
crosstab is deleted

2164099

Rows are not aligned in Analysis, edition for OLAP workspace with long text
in attribute members

2164846

Jumplink functionality is not working

2167068

Error message shows up from BI Launchpad to Change SAP BW Password
when STS with SSO is being used with Analysis for OLAP

2169591

Export to Design Studio Error

2170350

Fiscal Year/Period characteristic is not properly sorted out in Analysis
edition for OLAP documents

2172495

After exporting from Analysis edition for OLAP, hierarchy members of type
Date transpose into text in Microsoft Excel

2174123

"Any unsaved changes will be lost" warning message should not be
displayed in Analysis edition for OLAP for users who have only Read rights
or when no changes are applied to the opened document

2174556

Searching Business Explorer query by non English description fails in
Analysis edition for OLAP when the preferred viewing locale is set to a
different language

2177232

Special characters are not properly displayed in the tooltip in Analysis
edition for OLAP in both Columns and Rows headers

2185024

Exceptions defined in queries from Business Explorer Query Designer are
not reflected on Analysis edition for OLAP documents.

2188835

Indentations defined in a Business Explorer Query structure are omitted on
Analysis edition for OLAP documents.

2193229

Unable to view Analysis Application which was converted from Analysis
edition for OLAP
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2193868

Condition "TopN" in BEx query is not taken into account in Analysis edition
for OLAP workspace

2199049

The name of a BI workspace displayed in a tab of the BI launch pad toolbar
is changed when viewing an Analysis edition for OLAP document.

2203162

Jumplink from AOLAP to CR and WEBI Document is not working

2208588

Analysis OLAP shows Cube last update date in GMT timezone

2215051

Analysis edition for OLAP workspace looses prompt values

2221607

Some errors are thrown while opening an Excel 2007 (or later) document
containing data exported from an Analysis edition for OLAP workspace.

2223075

Analysis edition for OLAP is slow to display list of members in filter panel

2225537

Cannot open saved Analysis worspace created on an OLAP Connection

2225574

Analysis edition for OLAP conditional formatting disabled in exported
Analysis Application

2228256

Analysis edition for OLAP does not export Analysis Application suited for
smartphone usage

SAP BusinessObjects Business Intelligence Platform
SAP Note Link Description
2010248

The script is run twice when run a script based probe in Monitoring once

2012443

Scheduling a publication containing documents with Unicode name, and
packaging as a Zip file, the names of the documents within the zip file are
corrupted

2029034

BI launch pad Probe is not working in BIP4.1

2036394

Parameter of datatype TIMS (TIME) in a function module is not working in
Crystal Reports

2047581

BI 4.1 - Sharepoint 2013 - Ribbon options greyed out post install of IOMS

2053660

Picklist (parameters list) in Crystal Reports in BI Launchpad appears "flat"
not showing the hierarchies when using non-SAP users with SNC
configured

2054294

Error happens when refreshing Crystal reports with large amount data from
SAP ODS data source

2058753

Delegated administrator cannot export Crystal Report to LCMBIAR

2061559

View Crystal reports off SAP Connection from BI Launchpad, Date format is
incorrect with 'Use Browser Locale' setting

2061739

Failed to compare if the LCMBIAR filename contains upper case in Visual
Difference

2061836

An error occurred while retrieving synchronized live data (MON00047) in
CrystalReports Monitoring probe
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2068923

FBE60203 error happens when running a publication job which contains the
source document which has the special 'Schedule for' setting

2069302

Information space takes more than 20 seconds to populate in 4.1 SP3

2072478

performance issue while loading SAP prompting page or using opendoc to
view SAP report

2073693

Unauthorized modification of displayed content in BI-BIP-INV

2075485

Low and Medium tracing does not generate in BI 4.1

2076064

User is not able to Logoff when AD SSO is enabled after using a Folder link
URL

2077426

The "Show Instances" hyperlink within a BI Launchpad search result will
display 5 random instances rather than the most recent 5 instances

2079645

Promoting reports which are part of publication stops refreshing the reports

2079717

Server Description Issue

2080314

Bo webpart redirests to home page.

2080930

SAP HANA Overrides are not being updated

2081656

Windows AD group issue caused by CMS_ALI

2081902

BI 4: After a web tier only install of SAP Business Objects BIP 4.0 the
default logon CMS shows the web machine and not the CMS machine

2082387

Changing the configuration settings while Rescheduling the Publication and
the new values are not reflecting in the new rescheduled instance.

2084247

Visual Difference does not work in few locales

2084333

While viewing the Hyperlink from the BI Launchpad, getting HTTP 404
Error.

2085286

Multi-click Applications Menu causing flickering effect

2087603

Error occurs when openning opendocument link for Crystal Reports for
Enterprise document on BI4.1

2092188

BI 4.1 SP02+ Sessions are not released in the CMS when closing iViews

2094324

Promotion Management job status does not reflect the status of the current
job.

2094343

CMS failed to save
OutOfBoxCrystalReportsNextGenProcessingServer_CrystalReportsNextGe
nProcessingServiceContainer_dfo_frag.xml

2095895

Viewing CR4E reports instance gives following error "The viewer could not
process an event.Failed to read in-memory value.[JRC00005392]--ErrorCode:0[CRWEB00000119]"

2096073

When using SI_VIEWER_URL to send alert notification in email, receiving
"http://*******" in the email in place of a valid URL.

2096653

Indexing blocked due to inconsistent delta indexes and surrogates

2096969

BO 4.0 Monitoring Misleading Alerts

2097107

Adding new Keycode for SAP Lumira Edge

2097271

VMS shows Incorrect Modified Date in Promotion Management
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2098677

Unauthorized modification of displayed content in Promotion Management
Application

2099472

BI Launch Pad and CMC can't pick correct zh_TW locale setting

2103523

Email destination is not saved when creating publication

2104802

Some calculated key figures defined in bex query display incorrect results
in Crystal reports

2107078

Failed to schedule a customized trigger event with a disabled alert
using .NET SDK

2107694

The expiry date is randomly set when scheduling report to Run Now

2108185

The Modified Date in History page of the Version Management tool is not
correct

2109484

Performance Issues on Instance Manager

2109631

LCM Overrides modifying DB config

2110315

NWBC: no open document links for Design

2110390

edit navigation list fails for French Language in BIWorkspace

2112359

Last Run date not showing after migration using UMT

2113508

Getting Error Message "Running the program failed with error code -1."
intermittently while scheduling program objects

2113721

Unauthorized modification of displayed content in BI-BIP-LCM

2113787

Default Watches in monitoring application do not adhere correctly to the
caution rule condition.

2113843

Crystal Reports Report Application Server 2011 watchlist metrics'
'document_s_' refer to "Total Doc Count"

2114094

Web Intelligence Page not refreshing

2114641

BI Web Services incorrectly returns SI_MOBILE_PROPERTIES,
SI_DESCRIPTION for reports

2115095

The RFC session does not get closed immediately after the data refreshing
or closing the Crystal Report in BI Launchpad or CMC

2116478

Report name comes as 'Not Available' if 'Merge Exported PDF' option is
used in publication destination.

2116966

New Keycodes for Lumira Edge and PA

2118000

BW publisher service missed user configuration after BI Patch install

2118152

LCM:Overwrite ignored for CR Publication

2118522

Active Directory Changes not Reflected

2118661

Time zone changes for Moscow, St. Petersburg and Volgogard in IOMS.

2118668

Timezone for Moscow should be corrected

2119042

BI Launchpad menus display in English instead of browser's locale when
opening reports from NetWeaver portal using Knowledge Management
iView integration

2120996

"Number of indexed documents" change to 0 after restarting the Adaptive
Processing Server and when the indexing is not started
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2121480

Folders cannot be deleted from the left-hand column (folder tree) of the BI
LaunchPad in BI Platform 4.1

2123818

SNC no longer functions after installing BI4.0/4.1 Patches

2124733

BI4.1: When logging in to RCT customer is getting error with wrong
Username / PW / Port. (RCT 00022)

2124892

Trying to display a monitoring alert created for an event throws the error:
Error # 1085

2125149

Incorrect value of Deployment Level Metrics for “Monitoring Users” group

2126414

The Monitoring RMI JMX agent end point URL in SAP BusinessObjects
Business Intelligence Platform 4.1 SP05 does not work if clustername is not
exactly same as the hostname

2127187

When scheduling a repository object with Monthly Reccurence N=1, the
recurring instance is not created.

2130467

Unauthorized modification of displayed content in Performance
Management Application

2130811

Failed to compare Jobs in Visual DIfference

2131062

Unauthorized modification of displayed content in Performance
Management Application

2131064

Unauthorized modification of displayed content in Performance
Management Application

2131065

Unauthorized modification of displayed content in Performance
Management Application

2131081

Unauthorized modification of displayed content in Performance
Management Application

2131184

Incorrect Title in pop up window

2131354

Tomcat goes into infinite loop and causes CPU usage to 100%

2131480

Promotion job dependencies are not copied when copying from an existing
job

2131556

4.1 SP05 FHSQL - 1000 row limit on connection is introduced by the
conversion engine and webi runs with partial results

2131669

Unknown Session

2131724

When click on open the Design Studio Bookmark in the new window, the
Design Studio BookMark URL changes and a session specific URL is
created

2132498

InfoView: Appplication and Help menus are hidden behind webi applet in
RTL.

2132988

Internet Explorer hangs when changing the destinations to BI Inbox or
Email in the schedule page.

2133463

Principals not holding on to the root folder when they are imported via a
BIAR file

2133727

SAP BusinessObjects Central Management Server crashes on systems
with large Web Intelligence InfoObjects

2134270

CMS crashes and Federation Jobs fail when certain Federation Jobs are
scheduled
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2134395

InfoView: iframe is not removed from the HTML(DOM) in the Chrome
browser.

2134933

Federation reports "Success" when Federation jobs fail

2135713

Update Destination Directory using Java publication SDK

2137338

Support for design studio 1.4 documents in BI Workspace.

2137769

Exception thrown when adding a WebI report to a Promotion Management
job in BI 4.1 SP5

2137846

Incident 82642 / 2015 / Windows AD default domain in italian

2138011

System Slider not appropriate when language is non english

2138773

When using Folder Link users have to click the “Logout” button twice in
order to logoff when Windows Active Directory SSO is used

2139519

SAP Authentication link fails with HTTP 500 error after BI4.1 SP5 upgrade

2140690

CMS may crash when using relatives() in the query predicates

2141510

When using Siteminder user accounts are recreated

2142007

Server Description

2142485

View SAP Integration Kit Report in BI Launchpad with SAP Server SNC,
SAP prompting page does not work.

2145921

Promotion Job fails immediately with "FAILURE" error in BIP 4.1 SP04
Patch 1.

2146572

Error shows up when using web services: Initialization failure

2147348

SFTP Destination

2147393

SMTP with SSL

2147892

BI 4.1 SP05 - dswsboje via WACS gives HTTP 500 errors "No Java
compiler" or "ClassNotFoundException:
org.apache.jsp.axis2_002dweb.index_jsp"

2148207

LDAP queries fetching all groups attributes when login on BI Launchpad
with a user that is not member of any mapped groups

2148268

Not able to open txt, rtf, zip files through OpenDocument.

2150518

Multiple emails are sent out in publications when dynamic recipients list
contains duplicates

2150944

Application Security Migration in Promotion Management

2151568

In the Audit database, the start_time for file event trigger-based timestamps
is recorded in local time instead of GMT / UTC

2153454

Creating a BI Workspace and dropping a Crystal Reports or Crystal
Reports for Enterprise report opens an Excel file instead of the report

2153824

The sessions created when viewing crystal reports using URL reporting do
not get cleared after session timeout

2153826

BI 4.1 Error: unable to access <bean name> MBean.Continuing with next
managed entity in the Adapative Processing Server logs

2153924

Filter icon is not functional in the BEx Report

2154072

Health State metric of some servers shows "UNKNOWN VALUE" in BI 4.1
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2154373

URL truncation due to GET request in Vintella servlet (Windows AD SSO)

2154826

Multiple errors are occurring when navigating from prompts link to other link
in publication Scheduling page

2155172

Garbled characters appears in the CMC tab configuration page if a nonEnglish product locale is set

2156341

Email notification from BI Monitoring alert does not work consistently

2156647

Searching in the CMC is slow or does not bring back results

2156867

BI 4.1 : DeskI report converted in WebI format shows orange colored
borders and background in HTML

2157092

Assigning of aliases is very slow with large number of non-enterprise users

2157366

Removing the cache of InfoStore service object on
LogonComponentRenderer

2158647

Any changes to the OLAP connection from the CMC are not being picked
up in the Design Studio report

2160813

Promotion via CTS fails with JCO error

2161571

Unauthorized use of application functions in BI Workspace

2163503

A publication based on a Crystal Reports for Enterprise report using a BEx
Query fails with error FBE60502 when a filter mapping is defined for
personalization purposes

2164648

Unauthorized modification of displayed content in BI LaunchPad

2164661

Tomcat crashes with out of memory error whilst creating a Promotion
Management Job

2164666

Tomcat outage due to hanging CMS thread when logon with secSAPR3
credentials through BILaunchpad/Opendocument

2164898

ConnectionServer Disabled watches in BI Platform by default

2165304

Frequent errors in CMS traces: "Event type id (1004) is missing mandatory
details" when refreshing Webi reports based on Bex OLAP connections

2166779

Unauthorized modification of displayed content in Performance
Management Application

2167726

BI SAP Entitlement System cannot be created properly if the SAP BW user
password contains special character(s)

2168480

BusinessObject_EventServer generates a wrong “Out of Memory” event in
the Windows event viewer

2168668

BI 4.x Central Management Server either hangs or crashes during Groups
Update process (all third-party authentication types, Active Directory /
LDAP / SAP / etc.)

2169143

BI LaunchPad search failed with "String is too generic (PSS 02001)" when
refining a search

2169386

SAML SSO between HANA and BI failed with errors

2170017

OLAP creates 4 invalid connect atempts.In case of hana for one wrong
password user gets locked.

2170109

JAVA 8 compatibility with BIWorkspace

2171063

User Inbox cannot be displayed in IE 11 if Last Run is unchecked
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2171731

The parameter order is not updated when the Crystal reports document is
re-published to BOE by BW Publisher

2171790

Job server child with CR opensql driver will hang if there are some dumps
happened in SAP system

2173862

Unable to logon using SAP authentication after a while

2173926

In Version Management, when accessing the second page of the View
Deleted Resources list, a 404 error occurs.

2174799

BI Launchpad and CMC do not show object's localized traditional Chinese
name in the listing page on IE on Windows 8.x

2175099

Newly created user attributes are not showing in correct order

2177624

Unable to reschedule a recurring instance of a publication

2178638

Roles list is empty when configuring enterprise system with /crystal/
rptadmin

2178826

BI 4.1 - LCM_cli.bat fail with "Job empty; queries return empty result set"

2179088

Cannot copy & paste a Web Intelligence document into the same folder
when it has a folder which has the same name as the Web Intelligence
document

2181866

Error when editing navigation list content in BI workspace when the chosen
Webi document contains special characters like: é , ä , &

2183209

Support XBOOKMARK Parameter for Design Studio Bookmark feature

2183804

Configurable option to skip instances from Platform Search indexing

2184271

Crystal reports overrides does not update the password when the report is
promoted to the destination.

2185486

Unable to login with full user DN when access to LDAP root DN is denied

2188549

BI 4.1 - CMS crash when retrieving a large amount of users with "User
Attribute Management"

2189849

Improved InfoStore Query Performance

2190010

Auditing logs are pending because of error "String data, right truncation"

2192296

Exception while saving BI Workspace if title contains special characters like
%

2198522

Monitoring : Adding of CrystalReport services(processing server) or Crystal
Report Services gives error while creating watch

2201709

In BI4.1 SP06, when adding objects in Version Management of the CMC, a
yellow warning triangle appears saying "The Version in CMS is newer"

2202950

NullPointerException when comparing LCM Jobs in Tomcat 8 + Java 8

2205025

Error when launching Prompts window while rescheduling a failed Crystal
Reports for Enterprise instance

2207048

In the Central Management Console, an HTTP Status 500 error is
displayed when adding objects to an existing Promotion Job.

2207160

Fail to schedule or refresh Crystal Reports against SAP Function on
Windows Server 2012 R2 Platform

2207348

No Error handling in Copy an Existing Job page
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2207577

Crystal DHTML Viewer throws 404 error through reverse proxy

2207586

Dashboard icon not displayed when promoting Dashboards

2208243

SIA overrides the hostname in introscope template file

2208423

OpenDocument shows blank screen while opening report which consists
prompt having sInstance=Param parameter

2209449

When "Last Run" column is unchecked in BILaunchPad preferences, Inbox
needs 2 clicks to display

2210358

web page module is not working through navigation list.

2212654

Performance issue in publication with thousand of dynamic recipients

2213809

The 0 plug-in does not exist in the CMS error is displayed when assigning
security in the CMC

SAP BusinessObjects Dashboards
SAP Note Link Description

2069166

Menu bar displays in English despite Dashboards being installed with
Spanish language on Spanish Operating System

2073189

Dynamic visibility not working properly when using listview and reset button
in Dashboard.

2073743

Reset button doesn't work for range sliders of charts.

2073781

Chart markers disappear or display randomly as bars when previewed in a
browser.

2086440

Result objects not visible in query browser when the key figure in the bex
query contains a double quote in Dashboard

2086789

The LOV of prompt selector disappear after clicking reset button

2086938

For Dashboards, Local Scenario button cannot restore prompt selector
value sometimes.

2087602

There are two Spanish options in language drop down list.

2096894

Tab set component breaks the rendering of the SWF file.

2098790

XML Data connection always trims leading whitespaces

2110677

Vietnam by province Map in Dashboard Designer is outdated.

2110695

Add a new Brazil by province map in Dashboard Designer

2113476

Series markers dissapear intermittently when using Animation option in
Line chart.

2117736

Primary Y axis labels missing for column Line chart in Dashboards

2123718

Mobile preview not working for the dashboard based on the query browser
connection with a formula variable defined on bex.
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2125987

Dashboards shows Mouse over values, Data labels values incorrect on
chart

2126635

Data label in Pie chart is shown in the strange position after upgrading to
Dashboards 4.1 SP05

2127250

In Dashboards, update Indonesia map with Kalimantan Utara province
(North Kalimantan).

2130404

In dashboard designer, the tab of tab set component is not changed while
value of selected Item changed.

2136477

Fail to open dashboard client with registry value NoRecentDocsHistory=1.

2155810

Scrollbars is missing intermittently for Query Browser panel with many
queries after openning Dashboard in Dashboard Designer.

2164193

Excel XML maps are not updating

2171658

SAP BOBJ Dashboards doesn't retrieve correct data when universe field is
updated.

2184917

SAP Dashboards can't connect to Microsoft SQL Server 2008 or above
Reorting Services reports

2189326

Some values with decimal are not showing properly when displayed within
Charts.

2199587

Spreadsheet table disappears after using the reset and push buttons in
SAP Dashboards

2223959

Unable to overwrite an existing dashboard if a Webi report of the same
name exists in the same folder

SAP BusinessObjects Desktop Intelligence
SAP Note Link Description

1998454

LastExecutionDate() in newly created Desktop Intelligence reports, displays
incorrect day, correct time, if created after 8:00 pm EST (equivalent to
midnight UTC / GMT).

2048053

Unable to view PDF or XLS instances of Desktop Intelligence in user's
inbox

2049352

BI Launchpad does not display the parameters used to process an existing
Desktop Intelligence instance (DCP)

2075829

UDT Login performance Issue

2076386

Copy All function doesn't work when data contains Japanese Kana
character with Hyperlink

2083591

Missing one column when exporting to Excel format in the Desktop
Intelligence

2085560

The dimensions are not sorted in data tab of DeskI, especially the same
object in different data provider
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2089240

XI 3.1 SP7 : Median() formula returns incorrect results in Desktop
Intelligence

2125724

Sum() ignores global filters in XI 3.1 SP7 Desktop Intelligence

SAP BusinessObjects Explorer
SAP Note Link Description
2013116

Abiltiy to move an Exploration view set to another folder

2013119

Abilty to log "Exploration View" object action in the auditing database

2045441

Unable to open view set in launchpad after upgrade to BI 4.1 SP04

2057436

Search problem with full width space in SAP BI Explorer

2067617

Explorer services show "You must restart the server for changes to take
effect" when a request port is used instead of "Auto assign"

2073750

No calculated measure is available in one Information Space on BWA
InfoProvider after change source is performed on it after migration

2078091

Explorer Master Server stops unexpectedly

2086577

BI 4.1 - Adding InfoSpace to Promotion Management Job leads to "Failed
to get dependencies of the job.(PRS 00048)"

2092145

No response clicking the "OK" button of the Information Space
Personalization tab in SAP BusinessObjects Explorer 4.1 SP4

2099886

Information space go missing intermittently from home page

2099887

Synchronization issue about displaying list of datasources and creating new
Information space on Manage Spaces

2101998

Incorrect number of records presented in Information Space when using
Excel as a datasource

2120855

Stacked column and bar charts show full columns for zero values in
Explorer

2129353

Information spaces on explorer home page are not displayed when
switching over from Exploration View Sets tab to Information Spaces tab.

2168593

Value displayed for measure is different in facet panel as compared to the
one shown in visualization panel after doing change source of information
space

2169751

Performance issue when opening Information Spaces based on BWA

2178264

Performance issue when opening Information Spaces with a HANA variable
based on a dimension with a huge number of disctinct values

2178979

Unable to limit the number of rows getting exported in excel from an
information space

2185755

Facet column is not retained after removing the filter in exploration view set

2214543

Homepage columns are not well displayed / aligned
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SAP BusinessObjects Live Office
SAP Note Link Description

2058688

In Live office off Web Intelligence document, table containing merged Cells
is not displayed correctly in Powerpoint/Word

2091881

Error message when saving a PowerPoint presentation in SharePoint if
Live Office is activated.

2101422

Live Office does not return duplicate rows.

2148549

Create Live Office in Excel using Crystal Reports from BOE, No data
returned when set Filter

2153693

Drop-down list of cell in Live Office which is bound to one prompt in Web
Intelligence document won't be updated automatically after adding or
removing one value for the object in database

2183806

Prompt binding limitation for unv hierarchical LOV and unx hierarchical
LOV.

2184972

Prompt binding limitation for "Filter LOV" or "Manual refresh" prompt.

2193674

Support WebI hyperlink for PowerPoint in Live Office.

2204348

Special characters are displayed incorrectly in Live Office based on WEBI
report.

2234599

LO insertion error for Web Intelligence doc purged with section

SAP BusinessObjects Mobile
SAP Note Link Description

2085670

Documents in subcategories does not get listed if there are no documents
in root category

2099635

Drilling down to the lowest level disappers the drill button for TCTT OFF

2100221

Listing & Download for Agnostic Documents

2112175

Dynamic Section based on Input Control selection doesn't work

2128784

Chart numerical data did not support localization.

2128881

Option to define dynamic Properties in Mobile Properties Page

2132141

OpenDoc URL not proper

2151320

Translations do not appear on the BI App

2155591

Lumira addon in MobileBIService

13/50

SAP BusinessObjects BI Suite Fixed Issues

2177809

XML special character handling Issue.

SAP BusinessObjects Web Intelligence
SAP Note Link Description

2002165

Wrong time sent to reporting database when selecting a date between the
28/03/2014 and 02/04/2014 for Israelian timezone

2003588

When refreshing a Web Intelligence report based on a multisource .unx, the
prompt window shows "no values to display" for the list of values

2011745

Unselected 'Show top header' and 'show left header' in XI 3.1 become
selected but invisible when report is migrated in BI 4.1 using Upgrade
Management Tool

2013175

When viewing a Web Intelligence report, columns containing merged cells
are shifted incorrectly compared to earlier BI4.0 versions

2017182

BI 4.1 : Error message appearing in WebIntelligence need to be improved

2018352

Previous() function crashes Web Intelligence processing server

2019038

Hierarchical List of Values fails in displaying values in Web Intelligence if
we have a Data Security Profile assigned to the universe

2031139

Web Intelligence Processing Server crashes and restarts itself when
opening a very complex report.

2036077

The values disappear if using a variable instead of a formula in the column
of the Web Intelligence report

2036251

Incorrect values for measures in a Web Intelligence crosstable

2037147

Default sort is not working in WebI

2038931

Filter is not taken into account when filtering "EMPTY VALUE" in filter bar in
WebI using the java applet

2039411

"LO 02026" error is raised when inserting one Web Intelligence table into
Live Office in Excel

2041500

Incorrect results are observed when using Ranking when a variable is used
by the "Rank by" option in the Rank options

2041605

Translation for folder in UNX universe cannot be reflected in report filter bar
of Web Intelligence document

2043605

#UNAVAILABLE error in a UNV based WebI report migrated from BI 4.0
SP05 to BI 4.1 SP02

2044141

In a Web Intelligence document based on BEx (BICS), Collapse All
Hierarchies doesn’t work.

2045215

#TOREFRESH is displayed for all measures of a Web Intelligence report
when the report is used as part of a Publication

2047573

BI 4.1 : 'updateRS' 30270 API' error when trying to remove a section from a
Web Intelligence report

14/50

SAP BusinessObjects BI Suite Fixed Issues

2047687

Expression with SUM and IF returns incorrect value

2048005

'Invalid name: expected "Body", but was: "runQueryAsAService".(CDS
10200). (IES 10853)' when using a Query As a Web Service query created
with Russian language

2048707

Changing source in RESTful WS SDK APIs fails when using a document
based on a universe which does not exist anymore in the CMS.

2049021

When you migrate a Web Intelligence document from XI 3.x to BI 4.1 SP3
or SP4, input controls disappear from the document

2050341

OK button is greyed out when Web Intelligence prompts are entered from
User Prompt Input in Web Intelligence HTML interface

2050731

An error is thrown when refreshing a document after a change source using
the WebIntelligence RESTful Web Service SDK when prompts are
removed.

2052500

Webi Instance Migrated from XI3.1 to BI4.1 does not Export all data to
Excel or PDF

2052588

Web Intelligence cache is growing continuously beyond the set value if the
Output Cache Directory location is specified as a Network drive/UNC path.

2053747

Drill window is too small and didn't contain scroll bar to select multiple drill
path if the client's screen resolution is 1280 * 768 or lower

2054026

BI4.1 : Using Text Join in SAP Hana to retrieve localised master data is
working in Information Design Tool but not in Webi Rich Client and Web
Intelligence Launch Pad

2054173

When exporting a Web Intelligence report that contains a large number of
HTML-formed hyperlinks to Excel (xls or xlsx) or PDF, the resulting files
only contain a limited number of clickable hyperlinks

2056253

Live office Syntax error

2056430

Web Intelligence Rich Client only shows 3 ranges in the list when it is using
EXCEL data source and Range Name is used as Field Selection

2056666

BI4.1: Error WIS 10850 when changing datasource from a local Excel file to
another excel file present in the repository

2057903

Text or CSV (archive) outputs of a Web Intelligence report ignores the date
format / number format defined at the report level

2058335

Rows missing when querying a Date/Time object in Qaaws with timezone

2059588

Users will not able to change the universe from BI Launchpad once “Query
script - enable viewing (SQL , MDX...)” right is denied for Web Intelligence
application.

2060141

In Safari on Mac OSX, in a Web Intelligence report opened in the Web
Intelligence HTML interface, the shortcut keys can display as "???"

2060532

When opening or editing Web Intelligence reports in BI Launchpad, the
Navigation Map displays incorrect sections in certain scenarios

2062109

When a new input control is created in the Rich Internet Application Java
Applet, if the dimension that is chosen has all null values, then not all of the
input control types will be available to be selected.

2063811

When interacting (delete / rename / duplicate a report) or modifing a
element in a report within a Web Intelligence report, an error "RS must be
validated ! (Error: INF)" or "An error has occurred" appears

15/50

SAP BusinessObjects BI Suite Fixed Issues

2064193

Not all Input Control are showing on a Web Intelligence report, when a
report has purged data and is opened in the Rich Internet Application

2065016

Web Intelligence cells in the same table column show inconsistant behavior

2065066

Values having same descripton but different key used into a report filter are
not correctly displayed in 'Selected Values' list in Web Mode

2065599

XI 3.1 & 4.1 : Webi shows wrong data if the text file used as data source
contains double quotes.

2065607

Web Intelligence Query panel in Web Mode, Run Query button is misplaced
when screen resolution is set to xxx*768 in Internet Explorer

2065871

Web Intelligence Rich Internet Application issues: JRE8 compatibility with
OSX UI, free text field contextual menu, grid space set to zero and snap to
grid option activated

2066436

#MULTIVALUE Error in SAP BusinessObjects Enterprise XI 3.1 Service
Pack 5.

2066452

A Query Filter prompt does not show the saved values when scheduling or
refreshing a Web Intelligence report

2066477

Wrong Prompt Summary in WebI report with 2 queries when using and
changing Bex variables

2067281

Strange chart color modifications in Web Intelligence document when filter
is applied

2067590

The message "A filename cannot contain any of the following characters" is
observed when saving a Web Intelligence report using an ampersand, (&)
character in Web Intelligence Rich Client

2067672

Inconsistent data returned for the variable object which have aggregation
formula

2067820

The XLS and XLSX output of a WebI report shows incorrect "last modified"
and "created" dates when opened in Excel 2010

2068389

OpenDocument doesn’t work from a child Web Intelligence report when
displayed in a BI Workspace

2068869

BI 4.x Web Intelligence Processing Server on Unix dumps core when the
Adaptive Processing Server housing the DSL Bridge Service is terminated.

2069343

Changing the Page orientation or Page Size in a Web Intelligence report in
the HTML viewer triggers Siteminder CSS blocking

2069849

Business Intelligence 4.1: "UserResponse()" with hierarchy variable does
not return the full string when viewing an instance after scheduling

2069881

Error "List of Values <objects_id> not found !" in User Input Prompt panel
when keydate variable is present

2070110

When importing reports into Web Intelligence Rich Client from the BI 4
server, it does not save them in the customized "User documents" folder

2070311

An error occurred from the prompt dialog. (LO 02031) error occurs when
Live Office accessing the List of Values which contains NULL value

2070446

Autofit with special characters display incorrectly in Web Intelligence BI
Launchpad

2070834

BI4.x: Input Control based on a measure variable causes 'An error has
occurred' when attempting to save the Web Intelligence report

16/50

SAP BusinessObjects BI Suite Fixed Issues

2070865

A red X is observed in Web Intelligence reports instead of a chart after
migration from XI 3.1 to BI 4.1

2071954

In Web Intelligence reports, when filtering data via an Input Control spinner,
the up/down arrows give unexpected results if the locale is set to Spanish.

2072147

Inconsistencies in Web Intelligence when results from another query
contains null values

2073252

Text in Chart titles and legends is not wrapped for migrated reports from
XI3.x. Text is truncated or not visible in full.

2073583

Web Intelligence report is showing blank page when printing on virtual
printer or physical printer

2073782

A newly added object is missing in the WebIntelligence document

2073924

In Web Intelligence Web mode, when the "Read content as" option of a cell
is set to "Hyperlink", the hyperlink containing Java script code doesn't work

2074063

When using the Translation Management Tool to translate a Web
Intelligence report to Indonesian, the translations do not appear when
viewing the report

2074184

When viewing a Web Intelligence report that contains element linking and a
Report Filter, the selected value for the element linking is not highlighted

2074188

Performance issue with specific report migrated from XI3.1

2074399

Error occurs when hierarchy is expand in Web Intelligence document
having “Avoid duplicate row aggregation “ option checked

2074433

Filter bar in a Web Intelligence document does not filter empty values in
Web / HTML interface

2074664

Issue in web services consumption if there is a space at the beginning of
the prompt question

2074746

It is not possible to create Web Intelligence Rich Client document based on
huge .xlsx Excel file as a data source

2074816

No prompt window appears when clicking on an openDocument link within
a Web Intelligence report in the Rich Internet Application /

2074937

Custom "Prompt Order" functionality does not work properly in Web
Intelligence reports in the HTML viewer

2075065

BI 4.1 : Error Cannot build the query or generate the report. (WIS 30351)
occurs when clicking on "view script" after cancelling context selection
window in Web Intelligence documents

2075118

Performance regression between XI3.1 and Web Intelligence 4.1 when
navigating between tabs, changing input controls or changing filter bar
values

2075347

While refreshing a Web Intelligence report based on a multisource universe
that uses a calculated column in the query panel, the error "CSError: Bad
Value for Field" (IES 10901) (WIS 10901)" appears

2075776

Detail object shown as dimension in the filter bar in Web Intelligence

2075868

Change source should support default or partial mapping.

2076184

The parameter value can't be passed properly when Japanese prompting
text is included in OpenDocument

17/50

SAP BusinessObjects BI Suite Fixed Issues

2076550

Text field to enter prompt values is no longer available when checking/
unchecking the option "select only from list".

2076707

Business Intelligence 4.1 : Not all functions are showing in the correct
language when Web Intelligence preferences are set to something else
than English

2076786

In BI Launchpad, when opening a Web Intelligence report in the HTML
viewer then quickly switching Launchpad tabs, the Documents tab is
incorrectly renamed to the report name

2076940

ERR_WIS_30270 happens in Combined query when it is using the Generic
ODBC data engine in the connection and trying to view the SQL generated

2078064

The "Date Modified" property observed in the CMC for a .unx universe is
incorrectly updated when a Web Intelligence report based on the universe
is saved to the BI 4 environment

2078215

Sharepoint - Unable to refresh Web Intelligence document with prompts

2078981

Error "a null object loaded from local variable 'server' (Error: INF)" dispay
while view the Web Intelligence document from BI Launch Pad after the
Preferred Viewing Locale change

2079541

Switching between differents queries in the Web Intelligence Query Panel
or Viewing the SQL of each query cause errors (WIS 30351 and WIS
30270)

2079570

'updateRS' API error occurs if we unset upper limit and lower limit on Rank
properties in Web Intelligence document's in DHTML mode

2079807

Custom values are missing (Error: ??? 00000) while doing Change Source
of a migrated Web Intelligence report with Input Controls

2079808

Input Control 'Simple slider' is showing as scroll bar when variable value is
equal to the maximum value in HTML viewing mode in Web Intelligence

2080036

Chart images within an .xlsx Excel file exported from Web Intelligence are
all titled with the same name

2080521

BI4.1: Context menus cannot be activated in WebI Rich Client when logged
in in Offline mode

2080757

When using the VisualizationConfig.xml, the expected "Corporate" palette
is not used as the default in new charts in Web Intelligence reports for
many chart types

2080953

Using the Web Intelligence Rest SDK, a Child List of values is not
populated in a cascading prompt when the Parent prompt is optional

2081200

While fetching the Dataproviders list or details of a Webi Document built on
Text or Excel or No Data Source, the RESTful WebI Get request throws
"Internal error (RaylightAction)".

2081646

No error message even though value of parameter "Binary Stream
Maximum Size" exceeded

2081654

Variables\Formulas in webi report giving wrong results after upgrading from
Business Intelligence 4.0 Support Package 05 Patch 5 to Business
Intelligence 4.1 Support Package 03 Patch 4

2082169

Custom sort applied on Group variable is lost after reopening the Web
Intelligence report and updating the group variable with new values

2082185

Business Intelligence 4.1: Quick Display Mode with Folded breaks cause
duplicate break totals on duplicate pages in a Web Intelligence

18/50

SAP BusinessObjects BI Suite Fixed Issues

2082185

Business Intelligence 4.1: Quick Display Mode with Folded breaks cause
duplicate break totals on duplicate pages in a Web Intelligence report

2082994

The Page Layout settings defined in the WebIDefaultStyleSheet.css file do
not display properly in Web Intelligence reports

2083066

Border style shows as double in Format Table dialog box after setting the
border as single border in Java mode

2083474

When attempting to change the Align / Relative Position settings in a Web
Intelligence report, an error appears

2083562

Opening Web Intelligence reports via OpenDocument links results in blank
reports and charts

2083764

Tomcat unexpectedly causes CPU 100% due to Thread's lock on "Web
Intelligence User's Preferences" workflow

2084010

Blocks from some sections are missing in the Excel output of a Web
Intelligence report

2084025

Fold and unfold option, level selection behaves differently in Web
Intelligence Java client compared to HTML client

2084217

Error "processDPCommandsEx' API. (Error: ERR_WIS_30270)" is seen
when attempting to merge dimensions (type Boolean) in a Web Intelligence
report

2084742

A blank page is displayed instead of child document when clicking on
hyperlink from parent Web Intelligence document.

2085126

Data Preview in Web Intelligence query panel is empty when data should
be displayed. Occurs only when using OLEDB, an object with a null value
for one row and in Web Intelligence Applet interface / Web Intelligence Rich
Client only.

2085802

BI4.1: "Argument cannot be null. (Error: RWI 00010) (Error: INF)" when deselecting an input control value in a Web Intelligence report

2087399

Error: “Excel Found unreadable content in 'File name .xlsx'" while exporting
Web Intelligence report to .xlsx file

2087420

Unable to hide Side Panel and Status Bar for Web Intelligence clients with
UI customization

2087639

The horizontal scroll bar was not at left side when re-opening the prompt
window in Web Intelligence HTML interface after changing the size of
prompt window

2087767

BI 4.1 : Region Color of a chart is showing in Tooltip when WebI report is
viewed in HTML Mode

2087769

Context value of one query is propagated in query properties of all others
queries

2088037

Web Intelligence documents with huge formula depth can't be opened

2088045

BI 4.1 SP04- In WebI, Date @Prompts having Default Value fail to parse in
WebI as Custom Query Script

2088504

User can enter string characters into numeric prompt in Web Intelligence

2088738

Web Intelligence documents with compatible contexts can't be refreshed

2088820

Timestamp value in Live Office Prompt can't be modified when selecting the
date from calendar in BI4.1

19/50

SAP BusinessObjects BI Suite Fixed Issues

2088890

Error on one or more reports when opening a BI Workspace in BI
Launchpad

2088929

Changes made in the hierarchy levels are not reflected in the Web
Intelligence report even after refreshing it

2089673

When a Web Intelligence report that contains a BW Hierarchy object and a
variable with the "Depth" function is opened, blank data is shown

2090225

ERR_WIS_30270 while refreshing a Web Intelligence report multiple times

2090350

The option "Retrieve Duplicate Rows" is unchecked by default in query
panel.

2090719

In Web Intelligence HTML mode, once a table has been turned to a chart
and clicking on the chart tooltip, the information is not showing correct
information

2091802

Business Intelligence 4.1 : Outline and Hierarchies are showing as
collapsed when viewed in Web Intelligence Business Intelligence 4.1

2091888

Converted Desktop Intelligence report to Web Intelligence has cells that
cannot be moved

2092127

Web Intelligence report shows #CONTEXT #RANK error after applying
ranking

2092149

Web Intelligence Java Clients remove portion of document name when it
contains a forward slash "/"

2092181

Query Stripping is removing objects from the Available Objects panel
instead of highlighting them in Bold, if objects belong to more than one
context.

2092302

Error occurs after clicking cancel when trying to change the source of Web
Intelligence document with prompt

2092302

Error occurs after clicking cancel when trying to change the source of Web
Intelligence document with prompt

2092927

An error is observed when changing a value in a Spinner Input Control
within Web Intelligence reports when the Preferred Viewing Locale is set to
something other than English

2093451

Business Intelligence 4.1: some variables/formulas show #MULTIVALUE

2093453

For Web Intelligence documents based on UNX, loading or creating report
filter/Input Control on attribute containing large number of members is very
slow or unresponsive.

2093871

Business Intelligence 4.1: #TOREFRESH error not resolved after refreshing
report based on BEx data source

2094239

Web Intelligence Error: "An error has occurred" is displayed when cutting
multiple columns in a table simultaneously

2094827

Cannot select values in prompt when using Chrome on Mac

2095236

Unauthorized modification of displayed content in Web interface of Web
Intelligence document

2095772

Search function is not returning correct data in publication when using Bex
Query as dynamic recipient user list

2095943

Creating a Web Intelligence report in Web Intelligence Rich Client 3-Tier
mode against BEx gives an error "Unknown Error in SL Service"

20/50

SAP BusinessObjects BI Suite Fixed Issues

2096137

Tooltip for objects is truncated in Web Intelligence HTML Interface

2096455

Prompt order is not respected

2096519

When the X-SAP-PVL is set RESTful SDk cannot display referenced image
for the corresponding graph in a webi report elements (graphs).

2096710

When an input control filter is removed in Web Intelligence Web mode,
previous highlighted row remains selected

2097391

[API REST- RAYLIGHT] TurnTo/Update change unexpectedly the report
element when no necessary

2097980

The list of values within a Web Intelligence report do not show all hierarchy
levels in some scenarios

2098025

Timestamp incorrect when selecting a date after using "Now" option in
Calendar Picker in Web Intelligence Java Clients

2098306

WebI intelligence excel (xlsx) data provider based document crashes while
refreshing

2098306

WebI intelligence excel (xlsx) data provider based document crashes while
refreshing

2098389

Text data is not displayed or cut in Web Intelligence Web viewer when
using page mode for a large text paragraph in a cell

2098428

Cannot save a WebI document with a dataprovider without query

2098528

Impossible to apply a CSS after updating the style of a report element in
RESTful WS SDK APIs

2098530

Cancel a query execution using the Query Panel in the Web Intelligence
Web Interface does not work correctly if a prompt filter exists

2098841

Restore previous/default values on "parameters" calls, even if "lovInfo"
optional URL parameter is set to "false".

2099096

Web Intelligence scheduling fail when Track Data Changes is activated in a
BW context

2099104

#ERROR when using the formulas EuroConvertTo(-1;"EUR";2)” or
EuroConvertFrom(-1;"EUR";2) in Web Intelligence

2099377

In Web Intelligence HTML interface, cannot change “Max retrieve rows”
option in panel query properties to value over 100, 000

2099615

error: "recv() returned zero (Error: INF )" returned when refreshing Web
Intelligence reports

2099745

“Unable to get the first page of the current report”: ERR WIJ 20003, Webi
documents based on Sybase with delegated measures and when both
query stripping options at Report and Query level are checked

2099787

Business Intelligence 4.1: Performance degradation issues in Business
Intelligence 4.1 Support Package 04 after upgrading from Business
Intelligence 4.1 Support Package 02 when opening and working on specific
WebI report

2099928

When selecting values from one Simple Report Filter within a Web
Intelligence report, other Simple Report Filters show no values

2100258

When scheduling a Web Intelligence report in Microsoft Excel format to a
FileSystem destination, the instance properties from Central Management
Console-History shows that the document is generated in XLS format
instead of XLSX format.

21/50

SAP BusinessObjects BI Suite Fixed Issues

2100693

Pre-defined free standing cell templates show Simplified Chinese
characters instead of Traditional Chinese Characters in WebIntelligence
with Taiwan locale

2100966

BI4.1 graphs show division by zero #DIV/0, as zero compared to XI3.1
which show an empty value

2101203

Incorrect Ranking sort for table and chart in a section of a Web Intelligence
report

2102776

Only the first digits of the IP are shown as CMS name in the Web
Intelligence Rich Internet Application Save dialog box when using an IP
address URL to access BI LaunchPad

2103309

Unable to purge data from Web Intelligence reports in Web Viewer interface

2103379

A report tab's name changes after migrating a report from SAP
BusinessObjects Enterprise XI 3.1 to SAP Business Intelligence 4.1

2103444

@Execute function using an optional prompt is replaced with NULL in Web
Intelligence SQL

2103473

The logical operators show up in English on Custom filter dialog box of data
result set when Local and Preferred Viewing Locale set as Japanese

2103511

Filter in a query will be deleted when removing objects from the Result
Object panel and switching between queries.

2103531

Switching between differents queries in the Web Intelligence Query Panel
and Viewing the SQL for an empty query will cause Query script viewer
error

2103534

Using Web Intelligence HTML interface, the database error messages in
the prompt screen is not visible

2103579

Cascading List of Values with "Automatic refresh" is not automatically
refreshed

2103843

Web Intelligence report with Barcode using code128.ttf font are not
correctly exported to PDF

2103843

Web Intelligence report with Barcode using code128.ttf font are not
correctly exported to PDF

2104734

Error "!RecyclerIdGenerator.cantRemoveId!” occurs while removing break
in a duplicated Web Intelligence report

2104748

In SAP BusinessObjects Business Intelligence Platform 4.0, object is
displayed in incorrect column if press “Ctrl” key and drag & drop it to a
desired column

2104868

BI workspace title changing when adding Web Intelligence document

2105036

Margin values exceeds throws error even after setting proper margin values

2105392

In Web Intelligence, height of the section cannot be reduced to its
"Minimum Height"

2105824

No Data is displayed for a Web Intelligence Document that is set to
"Refresh on Open" from the HTML Interface

2105826

When a WebIntelligence document with multiple queries is scheduled to
CSV with “Generate CSV per Data Provider” checked, only a single csv file
is generated in IE8, IE9 and IE11

2106110

BI 4.1: Image containing # in the name does not showing when used in a
Web Intellignce report viewed in HTML Mode

22/50

SAP BusinessObjects BI Suite Fixed Issues

2106298

Field names containing special characters such as "&" do not store in
Publication Dynamic recipient report fields (Recipient Identifier, Full Name,
Email)

2106458

Double quotes in Web Interface HTML does not get filtered

2106597

Documents not listed inside folders in RESTful WS SDK "Search" API.

2106687

Business Intelligence 4.1: Smart measure in table is not updated to reflect
correct values when changing values using Input Control

2106690

When exporting a Web Intelligence report to Excel format, no data is being
shown in Excel

2106723

Exporting large Web Intelligence documents in Excel 2003 format takes
much longer on Linux platform than on Windows

2106759

Bi 4.1 : No hourglass/egg timer showing then saving Web Intelligence
report in Excel format in the HTML viewer.

2106959

Measure Values do not aggregating (Sum, Count, Average) by a dimension
variable when using Drill Filters in Web Intelligence report

2107335

Vertical Bar and Line Charts are not properly displayed after exporting the
report to Excel (.xls) , values in Z-Axis are not displayed

2107366

Read and modify charts with RESTful WebService SDK

2107398

“Web Intelligence applet cannot be loaded, please make sure you have
installed a java virtual machine” when closing the applet based report tab
from BI Launchpad from IE 11.

2107444

With a Web Intelligence report that is based on a BICS connection, the key
icon and text box don't fully show during Scheduling in IE9

2107996

Not able to determine Prompt Variable based on KeyDate if using .UNV

2107996

Not able to determine Prompt Variable based on KeyDate if using .UNV

2108009

Business Intelligence 4.1: "This document does not contain any reports"
and "Unable to get the first page of the current report. Check the validity of
your report (ERR WIJ 20003)" when opening a Web Intelligence report

2108110

When a column is removed then drill filters scanned in the same report,
however, the drill filter values cannot be read. Using both functionalities in
the same report breaks the ability to read filter values

2109667

Performance Issue - Live office : when we close the document or when we
cancel the prompt window

2109790

Error: ‘The action cannot be performed’ when scheduling Webi documents
created against unx universes and data tracking is enabled

2109895

Cannot change to Calendar Input Control if no default value has been set
(without "all values" property) in the original input control

2110019

Drill filters in Web Intelligence reports are blank after migrating them from
XI 3.1 to BI 4

2110267

Business Intelligence 4.1 : Format cell 'Wrap text' option is not working
when expanding Hierarchical navigation in a Web Intelligence document

2110448

BI 4.1 : Cannot select any source to create a Web Intelligence document
when using DPI settings to 120% and Applet Mode

23/50

SAP BusinessObjects BI Suite Fixed Issues

2110508

BI4.1: When creating a Web Intelligence query using a cascading prompt,
the List of Value results in duplicated prompts appearing in the List of
Values panel

2110609

Last Modified datetime is always shown as GMT time in Java Report Panel
if BI server is installed in the Linux OS

2111016

Dimension with Date objects in universe (UNV or UNX) is not showing the
same qualification in Query Panel of the Web Intelligence Applet interface
and the Web Intelligence HTML interface (Date VS Date Time)

2111148

Webi Raylight Restful SDK export to csv is missing data when using a
comma or Tab delimiter

2111255

Error message is unclear when newer version WebIntelligence documents
are opened in older version of WebIntelligence

2111374

Prompt value provided in Opendocument URL is not filled in the Web
Intelligence prompt window

2111375

BI 4.1 : WebI performance degradation in the Java mode when anything is
modified in the report formula after migration from 3.1 to 4.1 SP5

2111538

Formula editor in Web Intelligence Applet interface and Web Intelligence
Rich Client is badly sorted.

2111758

Row alignment in Excel, when exported from Web Intelligence reports, is
different in BI 4.1 than it is in XI 3.1

2111971

Incorrect display of Calendar in Web Intelligence HTML interface

2112173

"Unknown right" is displayed for "Desktop Interface - enable local data
providers" in the Central Management Console

2112356

Using Navigation Map in Web Intelligence Web Mode (DHTML) does not
highlight report tabs beyond field of view

2112377

The Formula bar is not shown the first time a Web Intelligence document is
created in the Rich Internet Application

2112549

Formulas having FOREACH fail to display values if there is a section
applied on the block containing the formula

2112655

A blank page is displayed when viewing a Web Intelligence instance
scheduled in PDF format using WebLogic

2112751

Refreshing the list of values for Web Intelligence document, the values
displayed in Web Intelligence HTML interface are incorrect

2112818

Different 'query properties' values are displayed in Web Intelligence Applet
interface and Web Intelligence HTML interface

2113152

Business Intelligence 4.1 : Changing formula in a Web Intelligence report
removes report pages when viewed in Web Intelligence HTML interface

2113290

Manually entered prompt values are not saved after refreshing the report

2113627

Clickable hyperlink number might be less than expected when exporting to
Excel a Web Intelligence document that contains a large number of HTMLformed hyperlinks

2113728

BI 4.1 : 'No data to retrieve' error when cancelling inlist prompt and running
the Web Intelligence query in HTML interface

2114013

A report using wingdings font characters above character 159 fails to export
to PDF with a GetPages API error RWI 00200
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SAP BusinessObjects BI Suite Fixed Issues

2114052

Save as dialog didn't inherit the locale setting in OpenDocument

2114259

Saving as Excel a WebIntelligence report from WebIntelligence Rich Client
is slower in SAP BusinessObjects WebIntelligence 4.x than in 3.1

2114488

Empty instances are generated when a publication filtered by a numeric
dimension is scheduled using a non English preferred viewing locale

2114577

Dashboard is randomly not complete when consuming multiple different
"Document As A Web Service" web services

2115463

Manually entered values in a Web Intelligence report or block filter does not
work as expected

2115648

In Web Intelligence, one row data is lost in every thousands records if using
XLSX EXCEL as data source

2115651

Dependent prompts does not refresh second time subsequently and throws
error: “AnswerPromptslov’ API error

2115770

Error encountered when opening a Web Intelligence document reporting off
of SAP BW BEx queries and Universes in BI 4.1 SP05.

2115971

Web Intelligence BI 4.1, custom report cell size is lost when exported and
viewed in Excel

2115985

When exporting a Web Intelligence report to .xlsx and opening the resulting
file, the error "Excel found unreadable content in '<Document name.xlsx>'"
appears

2116134

Web Intelligence Java clients are unable to display hyperlinks properly if the
URL contains line breaks or carriage returns.

2116479

BI 4.1: Table alignment not maintained in Web Intelligence across IE 9, 10,
Google Chrome and Firefox.

2117435

Meaningless error message is raised when running a query that contains
an incorrect measure filter in Web Intelligence

2117837

Input control (Tree list) on Bex hierarchy is not updating correctly the report
with values selected using the descendants option in Web Intelligence
HTML interface

2118469

An (IES 00013) error is observed when refreshing a list of values within the
Prompt window of a Web Intelligence report

2118566

Restore dialog never comes in Web Intelligence Web mode when user is
not assign Full Control to Web Intelligence Application

2118811

Missing rows when exporting huge Web Intelligence document to Excel

2119580

Performance of prompts when scheduling WebIntelligence reports is very
slow in BI 4.1

2120206

Unable to edit or enter values in the Query Filter within the Web Intelligence
HTML interface when using Internet Explorer 11

2120283

Business Intelligence 4.1: Opening a Web Intelligence report with sections
in Business Intelligence 4.1 Support Package 04 or Support Package 05
results in an empty table. Report navigation map has become empty.

2120594

Opendoc link to open instance with matching prompt value opens the last
instance

2120833

BI 4.1 : When applying groups to number values in web Intelligence
Report ,these values are formatted incorrectly as decimal ones.
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2120999

ERR_WIS_30270 error happens when you refresh a WebIntelligence report
containing combined query for several times

2121276

Business Intelligence 4.1: When browsing a large folder structure from Web
Intelligence Rich Client, performance is extremely poor. Slow to open and
navigate to folders or go back to a previous folder.

2122070

Web Intelligence locks up when purging data from a report

2122739

Object Description window remains open and hangs all process of Web
Intelligence HTML / Web interface when the user clicks on backspace

2123333

Incorrect prompt order for HANA variable in WebIntelligence

2123557

Wrong break footer values and SUM values when adding a break to a Web
Intelligence report Table

2123853

Web viewer for Web Intelligence duplicates the default List of values in the
user prompt input panel when refreshed.

2123910

Cannot show entire text of the Universe object description in Web
Intelligence if description contains a lot of lines

2124668

Navigation Panel in HTML Design mode throws error: The action cannot be
performed. (Error: INF) with document having query strippping

2124706

Values repeated when used with multiple select statements in "Result From
Another Query" filter

2124821

Web Intelligence Web mode Formating rules contextual menu is always
active

2124846

HTTP Status 500 - org.apache.jasper.JasperException in the Central
Management Console

2125903

If a freehand range or a named range is defined on empty cell in an xls file,
range is ignored in Web Intelligence

2127640

Group customization is not applied when view/modify mode is Web
Intelligence HTML interface

2127653

Error when trying to jump to the last page of a WebIntelligence report in
Quick Display mode.

2127743

#Syntax and #Computation errors displayed on all dimensions after the
refresh of report containing hidden objects

2127787

When creating a new report in the Web Intelligence HTML interface, the
User Input Prompt information is not displayed until the User Input Prompt
tab is clicked

2127945

When printing a Web Intelligence document with more than 5 report tabs,
some report tabs are not printed and some pages are blank

2127980

Error appears after clicking on the Drill button then click on the Snapshot
button in Web Intelligence when the preference "On duplicate report" is set

2128351

The error "You do not have access to one or more data providers, only the
ones for which you have permission will be refreshed.(Error: WIS 30286)"
appears when refreshing a Web Intelligence report

2128402

Ranking window and Edit Document Summary windows are not displayed
properly when editting Web Intelligence document in HTML mode with
lower screen resolution like 1024*768

2129105

Aggregation in cross-tab with constant axis returns incorrect result in row
direction
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2129270

In HTML mode, you can't set different border style, thickness, and color for
each axis (left border, right border, up and bottom border) for a Web
Intelligence document

2129490

In Web Intelligence Rich Client or Web Intelligence Applet interface, when
creating a variable, additional carriage returns are added to the formula
definition. This does not impact the results in the report (which are correct).

2130128

"Could not retrieve the list of values' MSGV1: Enter only one hierarchy
(IES 00013)" when trying to refresh List Of Values for object used in Query
filter

2130795

Slow opening of a Web Intelligence report in two environments running
same version

2131258

Internal error returned while performing a save as on an existing document
in RESTful WS SDK API.

2131560

WIS 30270 error occurs when hierarchy prompt filter and flat prompt filter
share the same prompt text in UNX based WebI

2131667

Newly added fonts are not working in Web Intelligence document

2131674

Thousands separator is showing when refreshing Web Intelligence report
based on Excel

2131762

BI 4.1 : Date generated when running a WebIntelligence report based on
Bex query is showing the previous day

2133061

Business Intelligence 4.1 : Extra blank page showing in a WebIntelligence
report at the end of each section

2133172

Cannot create Double Slider Input Control in Web Intelligence with Java 8

2133208

"Hide When Empty" does not hide empty tables in Business Intelligence 4.1
WebIntelligence

2133242

An empty prompt dialog box appears when executing a query from Web
Intelligence's User Prompt Input panel.

2133832

Cannot migrate document instance created in SAP BusinessObjects
Enterprise XI 3.1 SP5 with Upgrade Management Tool in SAP
BusinessObjects Business Intelligence platform 4.1 SP05

2134212

The PromptSummary() and QuerySummary() Pre-Defined cells show
prompt value numbers with commas in the Web Intelligence HTML
interface

2135278

Same formula shows different values in WebIntelligence report after
migrating from Business Intelligence 4.0 Support Package 05 Patch 04 to
Business Intelligence 4.1 Support Package 05

2135826

Opening a Web Intelligence report in Modify mode from BI LaunchPad may
give the error:The document cannot be loaded. (IES 10833)

2136554

Web Intelligence document display #MULTIVALUE or incorrect values from
formulas evaluated with incorrect input context after applying Business
Intelligence 4.1 Support Package 04 or Support Package 05

2136554

Web Intelligence document display #MULTIVALUE or incorrect values from
formulas evaluated with incorrect input context after applying Business
Intelligence 4.1 Support Package 04 or Support Package 05

2136701

Size of dialog box for Web Intelligence Formula Editor is uncorrect when
screen resolution is set to 1360 x 768px
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2136803

Publication containing a multi-tabbed Web Intelligence document does not
show correct selected report

2138304

Unable to set intervalSize for number of values returned in a cascading List
Of Values prompt using Restful Web services API

2140292

DSL Bridge Service thread locks when processing large number of
requests

2140649

Cannot refresh List of values for defined filters in Web view mode using
universe based on BEx queries.

2140734

RWI 00200 error occurs intermittently when saving a Web Intelligence
document in TXT format using Rich Internet Application

2140735

Scale to Page is not fitting perfectly if the Page size is increasing in a very
little rate

2141022

Web Intelligence Applet becomes unresponsive due to the input control
used in a report

2141190

When setting the default Universe for WebIntelligence in the BI Launchpad
Preferences, creating a new document results in the wrong universe
displayed as the default

2141486

Perspectives and path issue (ChangeSource Wizard Errors)

2141685

State Flag not being set in Central Management Console after making
changes to the Web Intelligence Processing Server.

2142076

RAYLIGTH SDK return an empty dataset

2142246

Web Intelligence HTML interface does not display trailing whitespace
defined in a Custom Number Format

2143090

Row alignment changed in Excel when saving Web Intelligence document
as Excel (.xls)

2143332

Text (.txt) output of a Web Intelligence report generates two blank lines at
the bottom of the table

2143390

Selection Option Variables appear as a List of Values instead of a Range in
Web Intelligence reports in certain scenarios

2143472

Unable to search using intervals or expressions for Date objects in
Selection Option prompts within Web Intelligence reports

2143501

The "Format Data Series" option is missing from the right-click menu for
Charts in the Web Intelligence Web mode interface when using more than
32 measures in a chart

2145091

After an upgrade from Business Intelligence 4.0 to 4.1, the "Start on a new
page" and "Avoid page breaks in section" options are disabled, but before
migration these options were enabled

2145189

In Web Intelligence reports, conditional formatting doesn’t applies when
using “Cell contents” for some Filtered object or cell section

2145326

Web Intelligence HTML viewer renders a blank frame

2145445

Using Conditions with Compounded Objects when Manually Entering a BW
Prompt causes an Error

2145561

Web Intelligence reports in excel format are showing missing charts,
section / text when selecting the Web Intelligence option 'Prioritize easy
data processing in Excel'
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2145657

In Applet mode, interface becomes unresponsive when you set increment
to 0 for an Input control of type "number"

2145790

Paste special should not copy the inputControl filters between two
documents

2145832

An internal error occurred while calling 'processGroupingVariable' API
(Error ERR_WIS_30270)' Error when trying to modify/update a grouping
variable in Web Intelligence

2145925

Scheduling not displaying manually entered prompt values

2146480

Double thick border applied to a table does not show as expected when the
Web Intelligence report is opened in PDF format.

2146663

UserResponse Cell shows blank for manually entered values for prompts

2146681

A blank document or unexpected HTML code is visible when removing a
report level filter from Web Intelligence documents

2147318

Cannot select individual objects using the Mac "Command" key in Safari
running on OSX in the Web Intelligence Applet interface

2147348

SFTP Destination

2148189

Drill Filter bar does not distinguish same objects from different query by
query name in Web HTML Interface

2148239

Session Failover not working when viewing UNX based reports on Linux
clustered BI4 environment

2149015

RESTful SDK Call Issue

2149020

Not possible to export chart image using javascript API

2149047

Web Intelligence recurring instances, containing date parameters and
having being migrated using Upgrade Management Tool, fail with
"Unparseable date" message

2149719

Unable to create a Web Intelligence document based on an Excel
spreadsheet that is stored in the BI environment using Web Intelligence
Rich Client in 3-tier mode

2150224

In Internet Explorer 11, Web Intelligence HTML mode query panel a double
click is required to insert cursor in query filter text field

2150405

Error "The Object at position 1 does not exist in the report" IES 10006 when
validating a variable in Web Intelligence HTML interface mode containing a
Bex calculated key figure with carriage return in the name description

2150409

When interacting with List of Values within the Web Intelligence HTML
Interface, the cursor is sometimes off focus and another value is selected
instead

2150636

Adding sub-query in query filter containing already existing sub-query does
not work systematically in Web Intelligence

2151274

BI4: Unable to 'Save As' an opened Web Intelligence document after
deleting in JAVA applet view mode of BI Launchpad

2151475

WIH 444444 error occurs when refreshing a dynamic list of values based
on a derived table

2151784

Cannot create a input control based on merged hierarchy

2151885

DOUBLE border lines are displayed as PLAIN borderlines, in the Web
Intelligence HTML interface
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2154043

Web Intelligence schedule fails intermittently with error "An internal error
occurred while calling 'processDPCommandsEx' API. (Error:
ERR_WIS_30270)"

2154473

The SQL that is generated in a Web Intelligence report unexpectedly
changes when the report is refreshed more than once

2154955

Live Office documents based on Web Intelligence reports that contain
prompts with the option "Keep last values selected" do not save the last
value selected

2155077

An error "name can't be null" occurs when adding an hyperlink in a cell of a
Web Intelligence report, in place of the add hyperlink dialog box on Mac
OS.X with Java 8

2155322

Web Intelligence Report elements are not correctly updated after refreshing
datas with hierarchy in a report containing filters

2155329

UNDO operation does not work on a deleted Input Control

2155401

Instances of Web Intelligence report are refreshed while trying to view them
from BI LaunchPad

2155999

Unable to perform a search in a List Of Values in Live Office Query panel

2156188

The error message "Database error: (CS) "Error on Fetch" shouldn't appear
in the Audit report.

2156525

'No data to retrieve' window not displayed in Web or Interactive view mode
for Web Intelligence documents in BI LaunchPad

2156559

Scheduling a Web Intelligence report to a filesystem destination without
specifying a user fails

2156765

The color of the png image in HTML Viewer changes and is not the same
as in Java mode

2156765

The color of the png image in HTML Viewer changes and is not the same
as in Java mode

2156931

When canceling the request of closing a current page or tab, the Web
Intelligence document is closed

2156985

Web Intelligence reports fail with the error "'processDPCommandsEx' API.
(Error: ERR_WIS_30270)"

2157421

When using Query drill, combined queries don't reflect the query filters as
per the drill operation

2158274

Tables are not aligned as expected when viewing a Web Intelligence
document in the HTML Interface

2158318

Sections are ignored when creating a report with SAP BusinessObjects
Business Intelligence platform 4.1 REST SDK

2158511

"Error: ERR_WIS_30270" when 2 users are opening the same report at the
same time using 2 different Preferred Viewing Locale.

2159493

Using Input Control slider with French locale in Web Intelligence causes
incorrect decimal symbols to be displayed on the slider bar

2159589

Web Intelligence RESTful API (Raylight) call to GET a Web Intelligence
document is significantly slower after upgrading to SAP BusinessObjects
Business Intelligence platform 4.1 SP05

2160109

Column with paragraph text is not correctly cut between pages in Web
Intelligence
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2160535

Web Intelligence Input Control is not showing correct values when used in
Applet Mode

2160639

Saving a Web Intelligence report as PDF results in ######## displayed
randomly throughout the PDF document

2160697

When creating a Grouped variable, if it contains values with double quotes,
the result is a #ERROR when inserting the grouped variable into the Web
Intelligence report

2160769

Hyperlink does not work in HTML viewer when Drill is enabled on the object
containing the hyperlink

2161286

The User Prompt Input allows manual entry of incorrect values in Date
prompts in the Web Intelligence HTML interface

2161618

Can't drag object from objects list when editing Web Intelligence report in
HTML mode

2161938

Report filter behaviour is incorrect when based on a key object, causing an
empty report with no data when data does exist.

2162933

Cannot add hyperlink to a Web Intelligence document if the table contains
too many columns in Web edit mode

2163380

Refreshing one query from a document based on BEx queries in Web
mode purges the other queries

2163659

Index aware prompt didn't work as expected in Web Intelligence

2163757

Unexpected blank column appears after setting breaks in a cross table of a
Web Intelligence report

2163966

When using drag and drop feature for header, the formula changes to
=NameOf(NameOf()) resulting in #Datatype

2164016

For some timezones, while scheduling Web Intelligence report, the
timestamp in the prompt changes if the value selected is 01/01/1900

2164805

View or edit the Web Intelligence document in DHTML mode, the garbage
code is displayed for the name of "Favorites Folder" and "Public Folders"

2165393

The number of prompts in the Web Intelligence viewer does not match the
number of prompts returned by the Web Intelligence Restful Web Services
SDK

2165605

Complex join is becoming a self join after converting the universe from Unv
to Unx in Information Design Tool

2165809

Resizing column size response time is x2 slower than SAP
BusinessObjects Enterprise XI 3.1 SP06

2166348

Business Intelligence 4.x: Input control based on hierarchy causes empty
table with no data. Resetting the input control (selecting & unselecting a
value) causes the expected data to be displayed in table.

2166477

Web Intelligence Reports containing an input control in XI 3.1 and are
migrated to BI 4 contain an additonal filter after migration

2166508

Error in ICmsHelper when using Restful SDK

2166952

The @Variable parameters such as DOCID do not display the list of values
at the prompt

2167057

The mouseover / hover values are incorrect on a chart in Web Intelligence
reports using the Web Intelligence HTML interface viewer / editor
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2167204

The SQL should not be updated in Web Intelligence in HTML mode, if the
related universe has been changed

2167584

After migrating a Web Intelligence report with a chart from SAP
BusinessObjects Enterprise XI 3.1 to SAP BusinessObjects Business
Intelligence platform 4.1 the Y axis scale is incorrect and repeats values

2168201

OLAP connection with Single Signed On authentication will not work when
SNC name is used to retrieve BW groups

2168679

Hierarchical drill down between filter values in Web Intelligence report does
not cascade correctly in HTML view mode

2169747

Cannot move objects freely in query panel using Web Intelligence Applet
interface or Web Intelligence Rich Client

2169899

When adding a level of a hierarchy into a block in a Web Intelligence report,
all measures disappear

2170048

SUM() function based on dimension detail is returning different values when
the formula is used in table and free cell in a Web Intelligence report

2170522

Cannot change the background color on a cell in Web Intelligence HTML
mode using Internet Explorer 8 or Internet Explorer 11

2171190

In HTML viewer, custom input control does not work for the first time
however with second selection of List Of Values, it works perfectly fine

2171263

Context window keeps popping-up when trying to run Web Intelligence
query with combined query or when refreshing a Web Intelligence
document that is based on a universe that contains multiple contexts

2172155

If sending a WebI document via e-mail with "As unsecured WID" option,
WebI/Outlook sends the email with the .wid as attachment but the attached
report is locked

2172500

Incorrect values are displayed when expanding a hierarchy through the
context menu "Hierarchichal navigation>Default level expansion>2”

2172609

The cursor is off focus when choosing an universe near the bottom of the
list in the Web Intelligence HTML interface with Japanese locale in IE11 or
Chrome

2172773

Query Panel becomes empty while using excel sheet containing only one
rowto create Web Intelligence reports

2172907

If you save a Web Intelligence document in structure mode then reopen it, it
will open in data mode

2173054

In 'Manage Palettes' dialog box palettes are partially displayed and are
truncated in Web Intelligence Web Mode

2173057

In Web Intelligence Web Mode, Color opacity related sliders don't work in

2173066

Performance issue in SAP BusinessObjects Business Intelligence platform
4.1 when modifying a Web Intelligence report in structure mode, navigation
and modification are very slow

2173137

RWI 00011 error occurs when formatting data series for legend in Web
Intelligence Applet interface or Web Intelligence Rich Client

2173300

Impossible to use the Coma ',' when using Web Intelligence report with
Netherlands language and Applet Mode

2173463

Not getting any response from RESTful web services when trying to get
Metadata of a Web Intelligence document inside an Object Package
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2173487

Chart Sorting Lost After RESTful Call

2173573

Problem upgrading Web Intelligence report from SAP BusinessObjects
Enterprise XI 3.1 to SAP BusinessObjects Business Intelligence platform
4.x : Variable Dim1 added to the document

2173579

"Java heap space" error received when trying to select Analysis View to
create a Web Intelligence report

2174032

Web Intelligence Manage Groups dialog box does not display values

2174466

Error occurs when adding a calculation on a cross table with Java Client

2175474

In SAP BusinessObjects Business Intelligence platform 4.1 when using
Web Intelligence with a global and crosstab table filter, you get a
#Unavailable error after migrating from SAP BusinessObjects Enterprise XI
3.1

2175889

Objects in 'Based on' option in the Web Intelligence ranking does not show
the query name in HTML mode

2176281

Cannot get the list of of values dependent on two (or more) optional nested
prompts with Web Intelligence RESTful web service

2176498

When refreshing or scheduling a Web Intelligence document that contains
an universe level prompt, error "ERR_WIS_30270" is returned

2176797

In Web Intelligence, there is an inconsistent behavior with [NULL_VALUE]
in Input Control

2177235

Outline of report is not expanded after migration of reports from BOXI 3.1 to
BI 4.1 environment.

2177260

"You do not have the right to access data returned by this universe. (Error:
INF)" error when refreshing a Web Intelligence document based on BI Web
service

2177337

When using BI 4.x and are modifying a Web Intelligence report in the query
panel, when changing queries back and forth the previously opened folders
are closed when you return to the query

2179481

Web Intelligence Rich Client crashes while exporting document to XLS

2179530

The data is limited to 9999 when Web Intelligence report is created on .xlsx
and Range selection of more than 10000 rows

2179917

Changing BW Variable name in BEx query does not reflect in the Set
Variables dialog box

2179944

Rescheduling from the Web Intelligence instance displays default prompts
that are saved with report rather than instance prompt values

2180105

Column headers that contain constant strings are shrunk vertically so that
the values are not visible in structure mode in Web Intelligence

2180459

Web Intelligence BI Variant : skipped answered are not correctly managed

2180512

Wrong language showing when turning a Web Intelligence table to chart
when language has been set to German in the Preferences

2180871

Error if you click prompt mutiple times when scheduling a Web Intelligence
publication

2181278

When using Dutch as Preferred viewing local in Live Ofiice, a decimal List
Of Values is converted to integer
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2181805

Using Web Intelligence RESTful WebServices, simple filter inside Ranking
Filters is ignored

2181867

Missing or incomplete audit events in the audit database - Error message
seen in the Central Management Server trace logs

2181874

Report columns may be splitted across pages when opening a migrated
Web Intelligence report in page mode

2182053

Extra comma generated when export WebI document as CSV archive file in
Web Intelligence HTML interface

2182615

When Scheduling on behalf of other users with the Web Intelligence
RESTful SDK, the returned instance ID is not a valid id of one of the
resulting instances

2182794

Several Cancel on a Web Intelligence report based on Bics containing
multiple queries generate an error

2183023

When there is no Input Control defined in the Input Control area, the text is
not correctly wrapped in the Java Viewer

2183086

Purged prompt are still showing in Web Intelligence report when language
is set to German in the Preferences

2183121

Opendocument does not work correctly when setting the BI LaunchPad
preferences to 'In multiple full screen browser windows, one window for
each document'

2183545

Web Intelligence open document link is not working

2183712

If you use a ";" as an entry for an input control in Web Intelligence it will
reset all filter conditions applied to the report block

2184728

"SAP SE has stopped working" error message when trying to navigate SAP
BusinessObjects Business Intelligence platform 4.1 Enterprise folders in
Desktop Intelligence

2185057

In Web Intelligence Applet interface, the run query button has got a wrong
display when we are using multi data provider with Custom Data Provider
Excel as data source

2185370

Scheduling a document with a datetime prompt using the Web Intelligence
RESTful Web service may result in empty instances or unexpected data

2186963

HTML Viewer - Apply format on chart axis doesn't work

2186980

Empty values are generated when scheduling a Web Intelligence
publication filtered by a numeric datatype object when values are over

2187026

In the Web Intelligence Query panel, in Web mode (HTML), there is no
warning message for invalid format number or date

2187036

When editing or updating a Web Intelligence report which uses an Excel
XLSX as a personal data provider without any text inside, an error is raised

2187590

In Business Intelligence 4.1, when using Web Intelligence document, if any
value of your dimension contains a '$' then it breaks Outline expand and
collapse

2187650

Prompts in a Web Intelligence report based on a cascading List Of Values
created in Information Design Tool generate invalid SQL when scheduled

2188325

In Business Intelligence 4.1 when using Web Intelligence in HTML, an
element linked object does not stay greyed out when Input Controls are
changed
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2188403

Errors when attempting to import any Web Intelligence document in
Translation Management Tool

2189141

When asking for the Web Intelligence details of an instance scheduled in
Web Intelligence format, the REST SDK returns that the document is not
found.

2189712

In a Web Intelligence report, a filter applied to a dimension containing
carriage return doesn't work.

2189915

Sorting of the List of Values within a report or block level filter in Web
Intelligence reports does not work in some scenarios

2190166

No data retrieved while doing drill down in Web Intelligence with Data
Source from HANA

2190235

HTML Image Download Failure with Web Intelligence RESTful SDK

2190372

When a new Web Intelligence document is created using a BICS
connection within the Applet, an error intermittantly appears

2190727

Selection of 'Use custom query script' changes to 'Use the query script
generated by your query'

2190808

Invalid Number error in the HTML for Web Intelligence report

2190958

Formatting a number with two decimal places does not display the correct
number of decimal places in Web Intelligence

2191359

Unable to remove a report filter in Web Intelligence Java.

2191548

SAP BusinessObjects BI Web Services does not return the correctly
updated 'lastrefreshdate' parameter.

2192833

When turning a vertical table into a line chart using locale different than
English US date format ("dd/mm/yyyy") will appear as "mm/dd/yyyy"

2193150

"The action cannot be performed (Error INF WIS 30650)" when attempting
to open a Web Intelligence report

2193391

Audit save event (1008) is not generated when saving a Web Intelligence
document into a local folder via Web Intelligence Rich Client

2193638

When editing a Conditional Formatting operator to "Not in list" and the
filtered object or cell is set to "Cell contents" the following error messages
appears: 'Unable to get the first page of the current report. Check the
validity of your report. (ERR WIJ 20003)'

2193660

Web Intelligence from Java Panel based on MSAS unx throws an error if it
is created from HTML viewer first

2194055

Prompt value that manually input does not show in document summary
panel in Web Intelligence HTML mode

2195065

Multiple refresh isneeded to get values in the report

2195126

Duplicated values may appear in list of values when grouping some
dimension object in Web mode

2195254

Java Report Panel is not returning correct time when click Now

2195259

Default Group name is blank when adding a group with dimension value
starts with "#" in Web HTML Interface

2195745

Cannot show List Of Values of other prompts after selecting all values from
the List Of Values of one prompt on User Prompt Input panel
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2196135

The Web Intelligence report hangs in HTML mode when editing the filter(s)
in the report which uses Contexts

2196381

A Web Intelligence Extension point throws the error "WSR 00999" on "Save
document as" call.

2197111

Selected value for prompts (BEx query variable) may not be correctly
displayed when changing Preferred Viewing Locale

2197616

SAP BusinessObjects Business Intelligence platform 4.1, when folding/
unfolding a Web Intelligence report in the HTML viewer, the user will be
moved to the top of the report

2197634

SQL statement changes when a web service is consumed to create a
Dashboard

2197689

An error "Failed to read the document. (UTM 20070) is observed when
opening Web Intelligence reports in the Translation Management Tool

2197930

'The operation has timed out' error when refreshing a Live Office object
based on a complex Web Intelligence document using .unx universe

2198100

Updated prompts values are not retained in the publication properties. The
default prompt values is kept with the report

2198356

Performance impact when adding Variable to a table in Web Intelligence
Rich Client

2199584

Multiple space characters are replaced by a simple space character in Input
Control when using Web Intelligence HTML mode

2199731

Refresh Values button may disappear for prompt dialog box.

2201110

#TOREFRESH or #COMPUTATION message is displayed for the attribute
of measure objects in a Web Intelligence document

2201587

An image contained within a Web Intelligence document does not always
export to Excel

2201587

An image contained within a Web Intelligence document does not always
export to Excel

2201808

Error "The snapshot "we00460000451d5c76c833" is not valid.(WSR
00400)" occurs when attempting to Refresh All Objects for Live Office
containing more than 4 Web Intelligence objects

2202002

Hebrew character size in Web Intelligence Applet Query Panel is smaller
than roman character

2202184

#MULTIVALUE when applying aggregate function sum on multiply
DaysBetween() with a Measure Object

2202528

Missing Web Intelligence report column when saving the report in Excel
format

2203759

Duplicate property name Id in OData flow if an object named Id is used in
the query

2203910

Report rows may be split across multiple pages when opening a migrated
Web Intelligence document in PDF mode

2203941

iWebi.hasPrompts() returns true after prompts have been removed from the
Web Intelligence report

2204168

Grouping not working for merged dimension in Web HTML Interface
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2204385

Web Intelligence Rich Client : Not possible to delete a query filter using key
from keyboard

2205347

On edit query action of web service data source, the button '...' should be
grayed in Java Query Panel

2206177

"Variable xxx already exist (ERROR INF)" error occurs intermittently after
adding a group in Web Intelligence HTML mode

2207354

Performance issue when using Web Intelligence Rich Client

2207566

ERR_WIS_30270 when refreshing report that contains a universe level
prompt

2207702

Unable to open a Web Intelligence report that contains a complex formula
after migrating from SAP BusinessObjects Business Intelligence platform
3.1 to SAP BusinessObjects Business Intelligence platform 4.1

2207911

When migrating a Web Intelligence report from XI 3.1 to BI 4.1, charts are
not showing anymore. Red Cross is displayed instead.

2208169

Event Status "Edit Failed" get recorded in auditing database after saving
correctly Web Intelligence documents that use contexts

2208295

Rescheduling instance of a Web Intelligence report fails when document
and prompts values are purged or prompt has option “Keep last values
selected” unchecked

2208310

Opendocument link does not pass Index

2209293

Data is missing from the table with smart measure and one variable getting
values from two dimensions in Web Intelligence document

2210221

In SAP BusinessObjects Business Intelligence platform 4.1 Support
Package 06, when trying to use opendocument in Internet Explorer 11,
prompt values are passed incorrectly

2210720

In the query panel, the description tooltip of subfolders does not display in
Web Intelligence HTML interface

2211093

Backward compatibility Folder

2211117

When opening an autosaved Web Intelligence report, you get the error
OpenDocument API (ERR_WIS_30270) (Error: INF)

2211650

Maximum number of connections exceeded

2211754

Parent checkbox shows the same symbol when parent object is selected or
not when viewing Web Intelligence document in Web HTML Interface

2212636

Incorrect SQL is being generated for a Web Intelligence query which has
been duplicated from a query containing custom SQL

2212645

In Web Intelligence, cannot pass date value "01/01/1970" in query filter
using Date object as prompt

2212722

Web Intelligence report with multiple queries might not always show a table
in View Mode or in Design Mode with Data when document property Extend
merged dimension values is turned on

2213565

Data disappers while changing values multiple times in an Input Controls
from Web Mode

2213990

Dashboard performance Issue in SAP BusinessObjects Business
Intelligence platform 4.1 Support Package 05 Patch 6

37/50

SAP BusinessObjects BI Suite Fixed Issues

2214274

Missing 'last update' datetime in scheduled instance details with Web
Intelligence RESTful web service

2214275

Changes on unx universes are not reflected in Web Intelligence

2214301

Invalid Date not validated in HTML mode by Web Intelligence from BI
LaunchPad

2214309

Customization for a User Group does not work for hiding sub tabs in the
Design Mode Toolbar

2214723

Missing 'patch number' information with Web Intelligence RESTful web
service

2215436

A custom numeric function implemented using Web Intelligence Extension
points, replaces a variable which uses 'Abs()' function.

2215454

An error occurs when selecting Unassigned node as answer for a BW
Hierarchy Node variable.

2215865

Error message appears when creating a new Web Intelligence report
containing a comma as a decimal separator in a Query Filter using Web
Intelligence HTML interface

2216030

Aggregation variable with In Report operator shows #UNAVAILABLE in
Section of a Web Intelligence report

2216225

Different behaviour with hidden predefined filter objects showing in Web
Intelligence depending if you are unx or unv universe and what View/Edit
mode is used.

2216412

Deleting a document/user delete belonging variants, but document and
user folder remains

2216520

The currency symbol does not appear in values within Web Intelligence
documents when the data source is based on Excel

2217118

BICS connection range value is not shown in Web Intelligence HTML
viewer

2217488

In a Web Intelligence report, a drill filter applied to a dimension containing
carriage return doesn't work.

2218251

When refreshing a Web Intelligence document based on a unx universe
that connects to an OLAP data source, a #SYNTAX error is observed

2220027

Export a report element inside a section of a purged Web Intelligence
document through RESTful web service yields to an error.

2220419

Error message appears when refreshing a Web Intelligence report which
contains a Mandatory Prompt defined on the report level and this object has
an Optional Variable in the particular BEx query

2220715

When both manual input and selected value in cascading list of values,
system only returns values following selected values

2221073

The date / time displayed in a prompt is incorrect when scheduling a Web
Intelligence document

2221798

It is possible to refresh a blank document in Web Intelligence Applet
interface or Web Intelligence Rich Client

2221811

It is possible to purge a blank document in Web Intelligence Applet
interface or Web Intelligence Rich Client

2221965

Refreshing a document with Web Intelligence RESTful Web Service should
accept but not require List Of Values parameters
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SAP BusinessObjects BI Suite Fixed Issues

2222534

In HTML viewer, document input control disappears if it is created on a
dimension based on bex key and the option the allow null value selected

2223656

In HTML Viewer query panel universe outline, the option "display unique
name" is not applied when creating a Web Intelligence report based on
UNX universe

2224593

Incorrect values may be displayed if you are using report filters on a Web
Intelligence report

2224635

Multiple space characters are replaced by a simple space character when a
cell is set Read Content as Hyperlink in Web Intelligence

2226400

"Document as a Web Service" cache not cleaned when closing a Web
Intelligence document (through Web Intelligence RESTful Web Service)

2228059

Web Intelligence should hide the position parameters of background
images when they're useless

2228151

Web Intelligence Rich Client or HTML mode do not remove temporary
empty directories when closed

2228676

When exporting a Web Intelligence report, having overlapping cells with
texts, into excel format only the hinder cell will be shown in the
exported .xls/.xlsx

2229291

Calculator regression on "In Report" context modifiers with variables and
formulas in SAP BusinessObjects Business Intelligence platform 4.1
Support Package 06 Patch 3

SAP Crystal Reports 2016
SAP Note Link Description

2037542

Use formula to show description(s) of selected parameter value(s) in
Crystal Reports 2016

2049726

The barcode font 'Free 3 of 9' cannot be displayed for Crystal Reports in
the BI Launchpad when viewing in Internet Explorer 9 or higher versions.

2070456

Select the paper according to the customized PaperName instead of ENUM
in ActiveX PrintControl

2071148

While viewing a Crystal report in web form viewer, text field does not get
formatted according to the applied CSS class.

2072938

Business View Manager crash when adding a Filter in the Data Foundation

2073675

Unable to change the language setting in the Report Upload Wizard

2075414

Crystal Reports RAS SDK replace database connection fails on AIX

2076789

Error message “Please enter a positive whole number greater than or equal
to the “From Page” field for the “To Page” field.” is returned when schedule
Crystal Reports to some format with page range entered.

2078444

Setting PrintOptions.PrinterName in Crystal Reports for Visual Studio
causes a GPF in host application
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SAP BusinessObjects BI Suite Fixed Issues

2081048

Running .net application to view Crystal Report, it returns error: "The
program can’t start because cxlibw-5-0.dll is missing from your computer.
Try reinstalling the program to fix this problem."

2081647

Crystal Reports page setup dialog becomes blank when setting Margins

2082521

Numeric Axis chart, background setting could not take effect in SDK
exporting/printing/viewing

2084269

Main report is exported instead of subreport/group page after drilldown
in .Net InfoView using ActiveX or Java Applet Viewer

2086784

Page truncated when viewing a report in Crystal Reports Viewer

2087538

View Crystal Report instance in Excel or word format in Internet Explorer,
file name is displayed as view.do instead of report name

2087620

Space Between HTML Attribute and Value Causes Attribute To Be Ignored

2089155

Export Crystal Reports to xlsx format, the xlsx file could not be opened
normally in office 2007 or older version.

2089179

Sort for null value in crystal report based off jdbc connection is different
from order at database side.

2089221

Leading edge of object is chopping off parts of the characters

2090359

Cannot change No Printer to a Printer using .Net SDK

2091186

Add two APIs RevisionNumber and LastSavedBy to RAS .NET SDK
&CR .NET SDK&Java SDK

2092265

Value contains apostrophe cannot be filtered out for crystal report based on
universe connections

2092308

Crystal Reports returns incorrect results after upgrading from CR8

2092965

When exporting a report to CSV format, and setting a blank delimiter,
Crystal Reports hangs

2094977

Clicking on up/down arrows twice will skip one month/year in Crystal Report
Date Picker Calendar Control

2095619

A javascript error is thrown by the crystal report viewer if the browser
window containing the prompt dialog is resized

2098714

Add Application Name property in OLE DB Provider in CR Database
Wizard for MS SQL Server to customize the name when viewing in SQL
Profiler

2102875

Tootip shows hyperlink in Winform viewer

2104747

Unknown Database Connector Error, When logining DB via Unmanaged/
Managed RAS for a HANA ODBC Report

2106006

Windows.Form Viewer - InitialFocus

2106298

Field names containing special characters such as "&" do not store in
Publication Dynamic recipient report fields (Recipient Identifier, Full Name,
Email)

2107630

Use Indexes for Speed not working in Crystal Report .NET SDK

2109272

Exporting Crystal reports to PDF from BI Launch Pad, Wingdings Font
Characters are not displayed correctly

2109788

Error appeared when searching some keywords located at the back
poistion of one long paragraph
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SAP BusinessObjects BI Suite Fixed Issues

2110044

Set crystal_use_asynchronous_request as false to view Crystal Reports
using Java SDK, it still throws exception instead of writing it to specified log
file.

2111292

Data sorted incorrectly in Crystal Report based off multiple data sources

2111311

Paragraph Line Spacing not retained before the first line when exported to
PDF format from Crystal Reports

2111879

Unable to connect to Salesforce.com Sandbox from Crystal Reports

2115179

In Crystal Reports .NET SDK, no comments returned in
reportdocument.RecordSelectionFormula

2115620

.NET dhtml viewer hangs when updating a parameter value on the
parameter panel after exporting from the viewer

2115721

Add API HistoryInfos to RAS .NET SDK & CR .NET SDK to get the report
history information

2121696

RAS About dialog copyright still displays "1998-2002"

2122217

RAS SDK has the limitation to insert more than 40 sections in one report
area

2122725

Unable to show description for BW range and multiple variables in Crystal
Reports

2123169

URL links in a Crystal Report to subreports generates an incorrect URL

2123290

Remove WSE 2.0 from Crystalreports designer installer

2123308

Can't print CR for Enterprise report from BI Launch Pad with ActiveX print
control

2124434

Remove MSXML4.0 runtime from Crystal Reports installer

2125506

For Crystal Reports, optional parameter prompted repeatedly if no value
was entered in .NET webForm viewer

2126631

Crystal Reports ReportApplicationServer stuck on high load

2127343

"Run Now" option appeared twice in context menu of Crysta Reports
instance in IOMS history page.

2127366

Schedule Publication with Crystal Reports as dynamic recipients, you will
find MissingResourceException from Adaptive Processing Server log file
although it works well from UI.

2128430

"View Latest Instance" function didn't work for Crystal Reports document
when the format of latest instance is not crystal reports.

2129593

View Crystal Reports in CMC or BI Launchpad using DHTML Viewer,
Group tree cannot be expanded

2132655

Only up to 2000 rows of data can be displayed when reporting off a
Salesforce.com Stored Procedure in Crystal Reports 2013

2133566

View Crystal Report using ActiveX Viewer in IE, OpenDocument doesn't
work

2137810

Crystal Reports will automatically decode the URL which is used to display
graph in OLE objects

2138420

Publication our of Crystal Report would fail due to child process crash when
enable the trace of Job Server
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SAP BusinessObjects BI Suite Fixed Issues

2138455

View Crystal Report with saved data using RAS JAVA SDK, when change
the parameter value of month, It returns error indicating fail to connect to
database

2139376

While printing a crystal report from BI Launchpad, pop up box "Please wait
while the Crystal Reports Print Control is loaded" keeps running

2140661

Create Crystal Report using Oracle Native driver off Oracle 12c Database
with package body, error occurs "Failed to Retrieve data from the
database."

2144095

Cannot search out text in group content after drilldown using web dhtml
viewer to view crystal report without preview panel shown.

2144756

Hyperlinks are incorrect or missing when exporting a report from Crystal
Reports to MS Excel Workbook Data-Only

2144958

Printer Tray selection is not respected

2147348

SFTP Destination

2154082

Add POC Print to WinForm Viewer Print Button

2154244

Application Exception Error occurred when refreshing a crystal report based
off a stored procedure Universe in Crystal Reports 2013

2157589

Error: The time zone string is not valid, when refreshing a report in Crystal
Reports on a French version of MS Windows

2158356

Section 120 limitation break for SDK

2158538

JSONException threw when viewing Crystal Reports with SDK

2162030

Summary title not diplayed correctly for PDF instances of Crystal Reports
when scheduled through publication

2162455

Dynamic Parameter BrowseField value always returns null

2163429

Arabic characters with format align right in Crystal Reports are not aligned
correctly when printed out usign ActiveX print control in BI Launchpad/CMC

2163607

Unable to create new reports on SAP data sources in Crystal Reports when
SAP GUI 7.40 and NWBC 5.0 is installed on the same computer

2167277

CR .NET WPF Viewer API CrystalReportViewer1.PrintReport() does not
work

2170407

The 'Data Access' rights set on the data connection in source for all the
groups change to 'Denied' in the destination system after migration using
UMT.

2171647

Incorrect date returned when connecting to a database using an OLE DB
connection in Crystal Reports

2173729

The Unicode Prompt text becomes messy code after setting prompt value
on prompt panel when viewing a Crystal Report in BI Launch Pad or CMC

2175614

Conditioal Formatting of Line/Box in Crystal Reports 2016

2177364

When viewing a report that contains a chart with a legend that has manually
been positionned, the chart and Legend position change

2178224

Failed to print Crystal reports using PDF print control from CMC / BI
Launchpad in IE/Firefox

2178572

Export to CSV with many unexpected (garbled) characters using BI 4.1
SDK

42/50

SAP BusinessObjects BI Suite Fixed Issues

2178670

WPF Viewer will crash if click cancel button when saving print result to XPS
file

2181679

Alignment issue for Oracle's DB type CLOB during export word/RTF format
using Crystal Reports

2186240

Add API HistoryInfos to Java SDK to get the report history information

2188520

RAS.NET SDK: Set ConditionalFormula to
EvaluateCondition&ResetCondition of RunningTotalField will cause messy
code

2195603

Specified printer with back slash in the name cannot be retained when
rescheduling a Crystal Report instance.

2196411

ReportApplicationServer crashed on Unix platform when viewing report
from CR.Net webform viewer

2197717

Error in Formula no longer generates a valid .NET SDK error message
when exporting the report

2200029

Enhancement in Crystal Reports RAS SDK to access
CrGroupOptionsConditionFormulaTypeEnum.crGroupName

2201819

View Crystal Reports in BI LaunchPad using java dhtml viewer, selected
button was not highlighted on left side bar

2204556

Crystal Reports dynamic lov is shared between sap users with row level
security

2206757

Stop Report Application Server on Aix platform might cause core files
generated from boe_crystalras

2207152

Failed to view crystal reports having ondemand subreports caption font
color configured by formula in dhtml viewer.

2207250

Hyperlinks are incorrect when exporting a report from Crystal Reports to
MS Excel Data-Only

2207300

When Strikeout and Underline are set at the same time, neither of them
takes effect in .Net/Java Dhtml viewer

2209712

Paper Tray is not respected when using POC print in Windows Form app

2212976

Check() method for Condition Formula in RAS.Net

2214026

View a Crystal report with Formula on Unix platform using DHTML viewer, it
is displayed incorrectly

2214341

Error: Failed to retrieve data from database, when refreshing a report in
Crystal Reports based on a Stored Procedure Universe

2214343

In Crystal Report, when CheckBox "Suppress If Duplicated" is checked,
some data in the detail section can't be exported as MS Excel Data-only

2216104

The schedule date parameter is shown incorrectly when choose value as
1900/1/1 0:00:00 for Crystal Report 2013

SAP Crystal Reports for Enterprise

43/50

SAP BusinessObjects BI Suite Fixed Issues

SAP Note Link Description
2047046

Shared Variable displays no values in Crystal Reports for Enterprise

2057962

Crystal Reports for Enterprise Total Page Count and Page N of M does not
work when viewing the report in BI LaunchPad or the Central Management
Console

2074459

The prompt page for Crystal Report for Enterprise document is in English
interface after applying Patch 4.2 for BI 4.1 SP4

2074982

Font reduced by 0.5 when exporting to MS Word or RTF format from
Crystal Reports for Enterprise

2075426

Paragraph Line Spacing not retained when exporting a report from Crystal
Reports for Enterprise to MS Word or RTF format

2077263

Missing dimension in the list of Result Objects of the Query Specification,
mandatory because it is a BEx Structure

2079324

Text variable for key figures is not updated correctly when report is
refreshed with same variable values in Crystal Report for Enterprise
(CR4E)

2082350

Line position changes when exporting Crystal Report as word document

2082998

Linked Subreport based off Universe returns data in Crystal Reports for
Enterprise 4.1, when the main report returns no data

2089474

False borders are displayed for Logos in BI Launchpad when Viewing/
Refreshing a (CR4E) Crystal Report

2092990

SAP Crystal Reports for Enterprise program is crashed when editting the
default value for prompt which comes from the specific Bex query

2098526

RFC User Sessions are not closed in the BW backend after the refresh of
the report in the Crystal Reports for Enterprise(Java Designer)

2102014

Text misaligned or truncated when exporting a report to PDF from Crystal
Reports for Enterprise

2105919

Custom sql contains sum function return incorrect value in Crystal Reports
for Enterprise

2107591

CR DHTML viewer - Horizontal scrollbar not available for group tree

2108130

CR Java applet viewer not truncate page footer goes partially outside the
page

2108742

Data in the Crystal Reports Subreport of certain instances appear to display
data from newer instances

2109191

Report does not display data for Selection option variable in CMC or BI
launchpad for second refresh if last selected prompt values are used

2110131

Refreshing Crystal Reports from the the BI Launchpad is throwing error.

2111978

Crystal Reports for Enterprise designer crashes when adding formula in
crosstab

2116200

Cross-tab summaries return zero, when exporting a report to MS Excel
Data Only, or MS Excel Workbook from Crystal Reports for Enterprise

2116721

Crystal Reports for Enterprise reports not preserving number alignment
when exported to PDF

44/50

SAP BusinessObjects BI Suite Fixed Issues

2121695

Crystal Reports not recognizing Stored procedures column when Temp
Tables are used

2125509

Error: org/apache/http/auth/Credentials (CRS 30003) occurs when
scheduling a Crystal reports for Enterprise document with MSAS data
source

2134307

Searching in Crystal Reports for Enterprise prompts is case sensitive in BI
Lanuchpad while is not in the client application

2138310

CR4E: Unable to sort on x axis if using running total in chart

2148035

In CR4E, the NumericText and IsNumeric functions are not recognize the
value formatted in scientific notation

2158670

Unable to open Crystal report from a parent crystal report when parameter
is passed between the reports on iOS BO mobile app.

2162878

Unable to format Data Labels for each series on a Chart in Crystal Reports
for Enterprise

2167122

JRC00004864 error happens and Crystal Reports for Enterprise crashes
when saving the document

2169878

Support For CSV/Text Feature in CR4E

2176055

Fail to refresh saved data of a report containing a sort control after
modifying the locale of the associated OLAP connection.

2176060

Error: “Exception in formula <Formula Name> at <Field Name>: This field is
not known” when viewing a report base on a BEx Query in BI LaunchPad

2183906

The "Prompts" scheduling property can not be set on Crystal Reports for
Enterprise reports when the "Refresh the report data" access right has
been denied.

Semantic Layer
SAP Note Link Description

2004319

Universe (UNX) folders names are not translated in Web Intelligence, which
is visible when objects in different folders have the same name

2013470

Operator of type 'Matches Pattern'/ Like predicate are not supported for
TEXT columns coming from HANA databases

2017473

Incorrect @prompt definition getting generated for objects when LOV's are
not associated

2039334

Mapping tables in a Data Security Profile generates wrong SQL for
connectivities that do not use double quote as a delimiter

2049725

After export, User and Group Access Right on a copied universe turns to
“No Access”.

2054795

Incorrect automatic generation of SAP BW data foundation/business layer
when multiple cubes containing identical table names are involved

2058538

IDT fails to recoganize upper case schema name when check integrity

45/50

SAP BusinessObjects BI Suite Fixed Issues

2060126

Addition of configuration files mechanism in DSL to customize BICS
behaviors

2063850

Crystal Report from a Universe (UNX) based on SAP ERP duplicates
parameter when migrated from BI 4.0 to BI 4.1

2065365

Invalid prompt definition IES 00005 with Allow multiple values parameter in
Information Design Tool

2065461

Unable to save a datafoundation using the SDK if the DataFoundation has
an alias table that points to a table that was added AFTER the alias was
created

2071989

Dashboard Xcelsius Does Not Show Members In Hierarchy

2072040

MultiTenancy Management Tool (MTM) failed with error (MTM 00011)
when connection uses 'DatabaseMapping' authentication mode

2072188

There are several performance issues for displaying Datafoundation editor.

2073555

Measures become dimensions in Webi Intelligence Rich Client

2074507

Function “BETWEEN” is incorrectly used in the SQL when using Hadoop
database and Hive middleware

2074589

BI4.x :Comment box in Information Design Tool cannot be resized instead it
gets dragged

2074719

BI4.1 : Change source generates error: “index=1 , size=1 (WIS 00000)”

2074786

IDT DFX : Tables, views, and synonyms are not displayed alphabetically in
the Connection pane

2074979

Circular references error happens for cascading LOV based on HANA View
which has variables in Information Designer Tool

2076658

XLS 000009 error and performance issues

2077181

In a Web Intelligence document based on BICS connectivity, the hierarchy
nodes are sorted differently from the BEx query

2077355

Universe Design Tool : The control settings in the universe does not allow
to edit Limit size of result set rows.

2078609

Searching a value by its key from a List Of Values in Web Intelligence takes
abnormal duration

2078817

"Query script generation failed. See your administrator. Object disposed
(IES 00013)" error intermittently thrown while refreshing Dashboard based
on web services created within Web Intelligence

2079158

"Connection.count" property of universe designer COM SDK increases
session count by 2.

2081480

Information Design Tools / OLAP Business Layer : Deleting BusinessItem
and regenerating with RefreshStructure fails

2082022

IDT 4.1 freeze after retrieving universe

2083866

Retrieve empty rows property not correctly working for Web Intelligence
report based on MSAS Cube

2084578

SQL Generation differences between BI 4.0 SP4 Patch 5 and BI 4.1 SP4
Patch 4 regarding usage of right join in the From clause

2085952

BI4.1: When the owner name contains any special character, a single quote
(') is automatically added to the database owner name.

46/50

SAP BusinessObjects BI Suite Fixed Issues

2086388

@Varaible('DBUSER') function is completed in Information Design Tools

2088165

DSN detail not available after install

2088925

List Of Values based on custom hierarchy points to the previous database
after updating the qualifier on all the tables manually

2091048

Using a "Database delegated" Measure and a Dimension with @Prompt
defined in the Where clause at the universe level returns incorrect results in
Web Intelligence reports when a Sum is applied

2091632

Failed to Update the Connection BICS

2093223

Unable to add a new connection to an existing multisource Universe using
Semantic Layer Java SDK

2096115

BI4.1: In Information Design Tool derived tables are not being updated
automatically on Refresh Structure action

2097448

Problem in SemanticLayer when a BEx Query contains a Characteristic
with a Hierarchy selected for display but not active

2098068

Error: Data type is incompatible with data: ‘You cannot convert Bit into
Numeric.’ when attempting to create a new report in Crystal Reports for
Enterprise

2098305

BI4.1 : "Circular references: check the references to other business layer
objects in the expression. (IES 01003)" when running query with changed
Rank filter class

2098344

Sessions leaks leads to production down

2098475

SH Serbian Latin language is not being acknowledged in OLAP BICS
connection used with Web Intelligence

2098594

Dashboards query browser may freeze when loading UNX universe

2099992

Parameter CLEAN_UNIVERSE does not work correctly

2101215

Running a dashboard created in Design Studio based on a combined
query on a universe, supposed to display a crosstab fails in Web

2105510

On second refresh, data for penultimate refresh is seen with a complex
technical message from backend

2106328

Crystal Report for Enterprise document on Bex Query cannot be executed

2107241

XIR3.x : Joins missing in WebIntelligence Infoview and WebIntelligence
Rich Client SQL generation

2108706

BI4.x:Concat format used is double pipe || in sub queries whereas the
desired format is comma ,

2113504

Wrong information pop-up in UMT

2114154

Free typing for change table owner in Multi Source Universe in Information
Design Tool causes the Check Integrity of joins to fail

2114650

Table Mapping restriction applied to subgroup is impacted by other group
which has no relationship with it

2114827

Parsing object with @Select and aggregate aware freezes Information
Design Tool

2116526

Business Layer parameter cannot be used in reports to show timestamp

2117792

Different behavior and SQL generation is noticed for "Shortcut_behavior" in
Information Design Tool as on Universe Design Tool when set to GLOBAL
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SAP BusinessObjects BI Suite Fixed Issues

2121250

BI 4.1 sp04 : Missing measure values at intermediate levels of hierarchy.

2122755

Error occurs when run query if the query contains dimension object with
ROW_NUMBER function and sum measure object

2123353

The CRServer process crashes when opening, saving or exporting a
Crystal Report based on a .unv universe that has restrictions

2126542

Custom SQL with Insert statement is not validating when migrating Web
Intelligence reports from XI 3.1 to BI 4.1

2130675

Cannot rename a standard table if another standard table with the same
name but different owner/qualifier is already present in the data foundation

2141615

Server Intelligence Agent (SIA) shows it cannot find dsl_slproxy.pdb.config
file after upgrade to SAP BusinessObjects Business Intelligence Platform
4.1 SP04

2144336

Prompt values displayed horizontally in prompt box rather than vertically if
the user has default values assigned to BEx variables based on their
authorization

2146966

ADUser appended with copy(1)

2149018

IDT Error The context in Data foundation Contains An Excluded Join That
Generates A Cartesian Product

2150533

Web Intelligence reports with multiple BW sources causes STS to fail

2150534

The error "Query script generation failed. See your BusinessObjects
administrator. No member found for Caption '<Member>' in Characteristic
'<Characteristic>'.(IES 00013) (WIS 00000)" appears when searching for a
value within a Web Intelligence prompt

2151668

In Web Intelligence, an error occurs when manually input same prompt
value as value shows in List Of Values

2153909

Authorisation values with escape/char(2)

2155600

An error “The query cannot run because it contains objects that reference
incompatible tables. (IES 00008)" occurs when parsing object in Information
Design Tool

2159873

Web Intelligence Unsupported authentication mode (Kerberos): GSS
Provider not available

2160692

Garbled character is found in the move universe dialog in CMC when the
product locale is set as Japanese

2161297

Incorrect Web Intelligence SQL is being generated and does not reflect
some of the access restrictions applied at universe (UNV) level

2164195

The complex filter or multi-filters defined in the Business Security Profile will
result for the Web Intelligence document to run endlessly

2164995

An error is occuring when using OLAP connection that is wet with use a
language not installed on BW system

2167066

IDT Business Layer Same Schema Table and Column Name Errors In
Query

2168621

Error "A filter contains a wrong value. You cannot run this query. (IES
00007) (Error:INF)" is occuring when using a universe containing Business
Security Profile to restrict access to a class

2173850

SDK tool to auto change our BW unv
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SAP BusinessObjects BI Suite Fixed Issues

2176239

Prompt can't accept more than 99 values if universe is generated by
Semantic Layer SDK

2176687

Can't clear AssociatedDimension COM

2177836

When refreshing a Web Intelligence report that contains a DateTime prompt
based on a custom List of Values defined in the Business Layer, an error is
observed

2180555

Potential information disclosure relating to BusinessObjects Semantic Layer
SDK

2180593

Hive JDBC driver : OWNER not added in table name

2180664

Universe comments are arranged at left after converting Universe in
Information Design tool

2182569

Extra tables are lost when a native filter is updated

2183592

“The query cannot run because it contains objects that reference
incompatible tables. (IES 00008)" when running query in Information
Design Tool

2184675

Web Intelligence report based on BICS connection gives an error on the
first refresh and works on the following

2185369

Web Intelligence selects the wrong context query and generates an
incorrect SQL statement on SAP BusinessObjects Enterprise XI 3.1 Service
Pack 6 or Higher

2185784

BI4.1: When refreshing two WebI reports against different BW systems, the
Safety Belt parameter is incorrectly being applied to the wrong BW System

2188065

In Information Design Tool an error message “unresolved references (IES
01011)" occurs when applying a function on an object including comma in
the name

2188529

Keywords in Crystal Reports documents are not migrated from SAP
BusinessObjects Enterprise Platform XI 3.1

2190414

IDT Change Derived Table With Alias Drops the Joins

2193962

The error "Query script generation failed. See your administrator. No
member found for Caption ‘COMMUNCATIONS’ in Characteristic ‘Job
Function’ (IES 00013)(Error: INF)" appears when searching for a value
within a Web Intelligence prompt

2194138

All values for both leaf and node are returned when selecting only a leaf
value from hierarchy prompt. Node values should not be included in the
result.

2196908

Optional Web Intelligence prompt are showing as mandatory when report is
being run

2197441

Migration error for universe connection using UMT tool-CCIS

2202804

The SQL generated in a Web Intelligence document is different in SAP
BusinessObjects Business Intelligence platform 4.1 than it was in SAP
BusinessObjects Enterprise XI 3.1

2209955

Context Selection window does not comes up in Information Design Tool

Translation Management Tool
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2095006

Web Intelligence incorrectly resolving to wrong version of language after
translating in Translation Manager Tool
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